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Tiger Track Team Prepares
For State Tournament

Our office will be closed TODAY but a paper will be printed.
We hope everyone has a safe & happy Memorial Day!
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Weekend
perfect for
model trains
and airplanes

Beshear facing
dilemma in the
presidential race

By HOLLY WISE
Staff Writer
t was a weekend of miniature fun for adults and children alike as airplanes flew
as high as 400 feet and model
trains buzzed along their metal
tracks.
For members of the Murray
Radio Control Modelers Club,
Saturday held the perfect
weather for the spring fly-in
held at Erwin Field near the
Murray airport.
The fly-in included people
HOLLY WISE/Ledger and Times
and planes from Union City, (Top photo) Tim Garland stands with his Yak
54, a radio-controlled aircraft that is a replica of
Jackson and Paris. Tenn., and a Russian Aerobatics plane. Garland
participated in the Murray R/C Club Spring Fly-in
Paducah.
Saturday afternoon at Erwin Field near the Murray airport. (Bottom photo) Church member
According to Bill Wheeler, Sid Martin and Alex Thome, 8, watch as a model
train snakes its way around the track
president of the 22-member Saturday morning during a model train
show at the First Presbyterian Church.
club, some of the planes are
assembled using almost-readyto-fly (ARF) kits and "others
are built from a box of sticks
and take a lot of time and
effort."
As a matter of fact, time is
what many members considered to be the greatest skill
needed to fly a radio controlled
airplane replica.
"It takes a lot of practice,"
said Andy Batts, a Murray R/C
club member. "Usually when a
person learns to fly they learn
with an instructor."
Club members enjoy the
camaraderie of meeting together and also learning from one
another. Wheeler said there are
instructors and trainers available through the club.
For Tim Garland, patience,
time and having someone to
help out is necessary.
"It makes a big difference in
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By JOE BIESK
Associated Press Wnter
FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) —
Gov. Steve Beshear, as one of
Kentucky's
Democratic
superdelegates, faces a politically precarious conundrum this
year -- whom to support for
president.
Beshear
is
one of a select
group of elected officials and
Democratic
Party officials
who are not
bound by election results and
may
support
Beshaur
whomever they
choose for the party's nomination. The problem for Beshear,
however, is his state overwhelmingly backed Hillary
Rodham Clinton even though
Barack Obama appears ready to
clinch the nomination.
It's a decision Beshear says
he's not in any rush to make.
"I don't think that either one
of them are a cinch yet to be the
nominee. It depends a lot on
what happens between now and
the last few primaries," Beshear
said late last week. "I don't
think this is over yet and I'm
going to watch and wait until at

least June 3 to see how everything plays out."
Puerto Rico, South Dakota
and Montana hold their primaries June 3.
In Kentucky, Clinton's victory
over Obama last week wasn't
even close. The former first lady
carried all but two of
Kentucky's 120 counties, some
with support of 80 percent of
Democratic voters. The overall
results strongly favored Clinton,
who garnered 65.5 percent of
the vote to Obama's 30 percent.
As of Friday. Obama had
1,970 delegates in an Associated
Press tally, out of the 2,026 he
needs to become the nominee.
Clinton had 1.779.
Democratic
leaders
in
Kentucky have been split on the
presidential
race.
Three
superdelegates
-Terry
McBrayer, JoEtta Wickliffe and
Moretta Bosley — are supporting Clinton. while U.S. Reps.
John Yarrnuth and Ben Chandler
have backed °barna.
Beshear, Democratic Party.
chairwoman Jennifer Moore
and vice chairman Nathan.
Smith
are
uncommitted.'
Meanwhile,
four
former.
Kentucky governors -- John Y.
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1s1SU extended campus seeking new space

I

PADUCAH. Ky. (Al', —
Murray State University's
extended campus program in
Paducah has grown steadily
since its inception in 1998 and
now there's a search for additional space.
When Brian Van Horn became
director of the extended campus
program, there was plenty of
space for the classes offered at
the Crisp Center.
Now, the center is bursting
with 1.005 students who

Murray
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41

enrolled in
78 classes
last
fall.
Most students are
older and
returning
to college
to
Complete

degrees to pursue a new career.
Students can take junior and
senior level courses to complete
requirements for 12 degrees

without having to travel to the
main campus in Murray. They
also can take courses in eight
masters degree programs.
"The growth has been beyond
expectation," Van Horn told The
Paducah Sun. "The challenge
we face now is finding the space
we need to increase the demand
for more programs."
A task force recently agreed
on a preliminary recommendation that the university build a
new center on the campus of

West Kentucky Community and
Technical College.
MSU president Randy Dunn
said he plans to present the .
option to the Paducah Junior
College board, owner of the
land that the West Kentucky
Community and Technical
College occupies.
Paducah Junior College Board
Chairman Ken Wheeler said the
panel recently adopted a plan

111 See Page 2A

As WWII vets pass, memories preserved
By MARY FOSTER
Associated Press Writer
EW ORLEANS (AP)
— They were a swashbuckling lot — parachuting behind enemy lines,
charging onto sandy beaches as
bullets whizzed by, liberating
countries from a totalitarian
grip.
They jitterbugged the nights
away, sang about faraway
sweethearts and painted the

noses of their B-17 bombers
with bawdy pinups. "They're
overpaid, over-sexed and over
here," the Biitish groused about
their American allies.
And now, they're dying off,
and with them the memories
that defined what has been
called the Greatest Generation.
As their ranks shrink, the
National World War II Museum
is one of several organizations
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rushing to preserve the personal
accounts of veterans. Other such
efforts are sponsored by the
Library of Congress and the
U.S. Latino and Latina WWII
Oral History Project.
Once 16 million strong. U.S.
veterans of World War II are
dying at a rate of more than
1,000 a day and now number
about
2.5
million,
the
Department of Veterans Affairs
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HOLLY WISE/Ledger and Times
REMEMBERING OUR VETERANS: Boyscout Liam Parker,
with Troop 45, places a flag on the grave of a veteran
Saturday morning in the Murray City Cemetery. Parker was
joined by Joel Ferguson, Dominic and Simon Mikulcik and
Brendon Parker who are also members of Boyscouts Troop
45. The troop was sponsored by the First United Methodist
Church. Helping to distribute flags to the boys were Lois
Ward, Opal Prince and Carol Fraschefski of the VFW
Auxiliary. A flag was placed on every veteran's grave.
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"I think that's low now," said
Martin Morgan. historian for the
World War II Museum in New
Orleans of the number of vets
dying each day. "But judging by
the passing of the World War I
veterans, we're predicting they
will all be gone by 2020."
Reunions tell the story of the
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II Model trains, planes... •Beshear...
From Front
the beginning,- he said, adding
that "everyone wants to help."
gesturing to club members
around him.
Garland said he has been flying for 28 years and his dad got
him interested in the sport.
Flying on Saturday was
Garland's Yak 54, a colorful
replica of a Russian aerobatics
aircraft. Garland said it took
him two weeks to assemble the
plane, his eighth, from a kit. He
has been flying it for a year, he
said.
Learning how to control the
handheld device which flies the
plane is a skill that requires
patience, said Batts.
"Playing video games help,"
he said, because of the hand-eye
coordination. "Younger people
can pick it up easier."
Simulator software is also
available for computers and
helps new pilots learn how to
control the plane without practicing in a field and potentially
destroying their aircraft in a
crash.
When a plane crashes in the
field, it is usually fatal, Batts
said.
"Some can be rebuilt but not
usually,- he added.
Some of the planes are powered by batteries, others with
gasoline and some with diesel.
Across town at the First
Presbyterian Church, people
crowded into the building to
look at and operate various
model trains, learn of the history and participate in completing
a large train puzzle.
"It was meant to be a handson workshop and it's a success,"
said Sid Martin, church member

and "molt v atm - for the event.
From Front
Martin is one of five church
Brown, Jr.. Wendell Ford, Paul
members who has an interest in
Patton and Julian Carroll —
model trains and who allowed
have also endorsed Clinton.
their own trains to be on display
However, they do not have
for children and adults.
superdelegate votes at the conThe idea was' something vention.
Martin thought of after holding
Beshear finds himself in a
a demonstration for church tough political position, experts
members'
children
at say.
Christmastime. The turnout and
McBrayer, a Democratic
interest was so great. Martin National Committee member,
said, that they decided to hold said the uncommitted superdeleanother demonstration but open gates are likely under "considerable pressure" to commit folit up to the community.
Martin, a retired engineer, sat lowing Clinton's decisive victowith a group of four or five kids ry in Kentucky. McBrayer said
and righted fallen train cars and it was an easy choice for him to
support Clinton, but believes
fixed the remotes as needed.
"I'm trying to demonstrate superdelegates have the right to
electronics," he said, pulling a stay uncommitted.
"He's in a political crack
box of relayers and other elecbecause on the one hand I know
trical engineering pieces out.
Hillary is struggling, but on the
But with the kids having so
other hand -- at least in
much fun. "why stop success,
Kentucky -- it was an overya know?"
whelming victory for her,"
While the children (and McBrayer said.
adults) were entertained with
Smith, the state party's vice
the train display, others wan- chairman, said he thinks fewer
dered through exhibits of superdelegates will be making
videos, photos, stories and other endorsements until the election
railroad paraphernalia. One plays itself out. Smith said he's
child sat a table and assembled looking to see who has the best
a wooden train track while chalice of beating Republican
adults stopped to add a few John McCain in the fall, but
would consider Tuesday's
pieces to the puzzle.
"It's a slice a history, of our results in his decision.
'The biggest issue I have is
country," said co-pastor Ann
Marie Montgomery, explaining who's going to win this fall, and
the intergenerational interest of the Democrats of Kentucky sure
trains as the young and old let me know their thoughts, and
crowded around the expansive they are my constituents,"
Smith said. "That's a huge factrain tracks.
decide."
Martin said the church hopes tor into how I
For Beshear, endorsing the
to offer other such events that
wrong candidate in the presiwill also be open to the youth in
dential race could have a negathe community.
tive effect later, said Stephen

support
ommummemmumumm

OUR TROOPS
The Physicians andstaffat(Primary Care
.fedical- Center would like to empress our
continuedsupport ofour troops and
theirfamilies serving in harm's way on
behalf-offreedom.
We recognize the sacrifices that you
continue to makr on behalfofaffofUS,
andfor this, we are most appreciative.
Our medical-practice is honored-to
continue to pmvide the
immediatefamily members of
those serving in harm's
way withfree medicalcare during your time
ofsacrifice and
hardship.

II WWII vets...

Voss, a University of Kentucky
political scientist.
Clinton's campaign could use
additional
superdelegate
endorsements as a sign of
momentum and viability, Voss
said. If Beshear backs Clinton
he risks angering the likely presidential nominee, but if he supports Obama the governor
would appear to flout the will of
Kentucky's voters, Voss said.
"He's in a really tough spot,
but if he just waits a little longer
the problem will probably go
away by itself," Voss said.
Jasmine Farrier, an associate
professor of political science at
the University of Louisville,
said Beshear would likely wait
as long as possible to decide.
Future political opponents could
one day use the decision against
Beshear if he makes the wrong
choice, Farrier said.
By not endorsing now,
Beshear is taking the safest
route politically, Farrier said.
"Beshear's in a terrible spot,
there's no question about it,"
Farner said. "And, being up for
election in a couple of years it
might be an issue."
Steve Robertson, chairman of
the state Republican Party, said
Beshear should use the opportunity as a way to show leadership
as governor.
"It just stands to further alienate him from members of his
party," Robertson said.
But Beshear said he wants to
see what happens with delegates
from Michigan and Florida and
wait for the remaining primaries
to wrap up.
There is a May 31 meeting of
the DNC's rules committee,
where a decision is expected
about the two state delegations.
Whatever happens, either
Clinton or Marna would be a
strong candidate in the fall.
Beshear said.
"Obviously, any time you
have to make a decision like this
it's a decision that has its pros
and cons to it," Beshear said.
"But the great thing about this
decision is that no matter who
wins this thing, and no matter
who our nominee is. we've got
an excellent chance of having
the next president of the United
States"

rash Pickup Notice
The
Murray Sanitation
Department is closed today
(Monday (for the Memorial
Day holiday. All Monday customers should have their containers out for pickup Tuesday morning.
All other customers should
set their containers out on their
regularly scheduled day.
The city's transfer station
will also be closed today.

From Front
decline.
The VT boat organization Peter
Tare Inc., for example, held its
last reunion in 2007 with only 16
members after meeting since
1947.
"I miss the reunions," said
William Paynter, 91, who commanded both a VT boat and a
squadron in the South Pacific.
"But age is catching up with us
and time is running out."
Paynter, who received the Navy
Cross and gave his World War II
history to the Navy. added:
'There was a time when it was
difficult to talk about some parts
of it. But not any more. Now it's
important to get it down."
John McDonough, 84, of
Plainview, Texas, last summer
attended what likely was the final
reunion of the Army's 554th antiaircraft battalion. The unit landed
on the Normandy beaches on DDay in June 1944, and fought its
way to Germany.
-There were only four veterans
at
this
reunion,"
said
McDonough. "Some of them
aren't in real good health, and
getting around is hard.
"We're coming to the end of the
line, soon there won't be anyone
around who was part of that war."
The World War II museum has
a small television studio where it
records everything on high definition video, said spokeswoman
Clem Goldberger. In addition
there are four museum historians
who travel the country "almost
continuously," collecting histories, she said.
The 'museum now has over
3,000 histories. It is now collecting based on upcoming displays,
such as the Battle of the Bulge.
Goldberger said.
"In the past an epoch would end
and the records were usually
small." Morgan said. "Where are
the oral histones for the veterans
of the Civil War, the SpanishAmerican War. even World War
I? Here we will preserve this history. We want to be certain that
we get it in time to preserve it."
Like the story of Paul Hilliard,
who has done a recording.
Hilliard, 83. of Lafayette,
quit school at 17 and joined the
Mannes, afraid the war would
end before he could be pan of it.
He served as a gunner in two-seat
dive bombers, flying more than
50 missions in the Solomon
Islands and the Philippines.
"I was just along for the ride
and to strafe." Hilliard said in an
interview with The Associated
Press. "We'd dive bomb the target, then the pilot would turn and
I'd strafe the target until I ran out
of bullets."

Hilliard took advantage of the
GI Bill after the war, got a law
degree and went into the oil business.
Because of the educational benefits. the discipline he learned
and the fact that he ended the war
unhurt, it wasn't a bad experience
for him, he says. Still he
acknowledges, "I was scared
every time we went on a mission."
Frances Hoffman, 85, who now
sells tickets at the World War II
Museum, watched the young men
she knew march off to war while
she went to work in a defense
plant. Then in 1943 she walked
into a post office in Milwaukee
and saw a recruiting poster for
the Women's Marine Corps.
"It was very unusual, women
were not even expected to work
in those days," Hoffman said.
"When you got out of school you
got married or maybe got a job as
a clerk or stenographer. And
when you got married you quit
that even."
But Hoffman, one of four
daughters, wanted to serve her
country, and persuaded her
shocked father to agree.
"I went through basic training
at Camp Lejeune; it was new
then," said Hoffman, who still
greets fellow Marine vets with a
rousing "semper Ii."
She completed firearm training
and "learned how to rappel down
the side of a ship. It was very
hard, physically demanding. We
weren't used to that sort of
thing."
After the war, Hoffman married
and went into a 40-year career in
banking. "Many people were
uncomfortable having a woman
take care of them.- she said. "But
my boss was modern enough to
hire me and count my time in
service as the same as a college
education."
Many veterans bring families to
see the museum's treasured relics
of what for many were the most
meaningful years of their lives.
Before Hurricane Katrina hit
New Orleans in 2(8)5, the museum averaged about 300.000 visitors a year. les about 180,000
now.
Founded as the D- Day Museum
by the late University of New
Orleans author and historian
Stephen Ambrose in 20(X), and
designated the nation's official
World War II Museum by
Congress in 2004, the museum
has outgrown its original vision
as a small facility to store wat
memorabilia. It began with
exhibits focusing on the
Normandy
invasion,
then
expanded to include the war in
the Pacific.

Murray State...
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Results
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From Front
that includes a building devoted
to junior, senior and graduate
level courses. The plan does not
specify whether the building
will be devoted to one university or made available to several
universities, he said.
The MSU task force studied
the multi-university option but

opted for a building devoted
totally to Murray.
"The issue of improving educational opportunities is high on
our plate," Wheeler said. "At
the end of the day, we want to
do what is best for the students
and what will help the commu nity grow."
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Where Faith
Conquers Fear and
All Doubts are
Cast Away!
GREEN PLAIN CHURCH OF CHRIST

Vacation Bible School
May 28th — May 30th, 2008
6:30 p.m. — 8:00 p.m.
Wt. will be serving snacks on Wednesday & Thursday nights.
We will have a cookout On Friday nightfrom 8.1X)p.m. until

For more information or if you need a ride please call 270-492-8206.
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KANSAS CITY, Mo.(API —
Frank Woodruff Buckles, the
last known living Americanborn veteran of World War I,
was honored Sunday at the
Liberty
Memorial
during
Memonal Day weekend celebrations.
"I had a feeling of longevity
and that I might be among those
who survived, but I didn't know
I'd be the No. 1," the I07-yearold veteran said at a ceremony
to unveil his portrait.
His photograph was hung in
the main hallway of the
National World War I Museum,

which he toured for the first
time, and the Veterans of
Foreign Wars of the United
States presented him with a gold
medal of merit.
On Monday, he will be presented the Amencan flag flying
outside the memorial.
Buckles, who now lives in
Charles Town, W.Va., has been
an invited guest at the Pentagon,
met with President Bush in
Washington, D.C., and rode in
the annual Armed Forces Day
Parade in his home state since
his status as one of the last living from the "Great War" was

discovered nearly two yea's
ago.
Federal officials have also
arranged for his burial at
Arlington National Cemetery.
Born in Missouri in 1901 and
raised in Oklahoma, Buckles
visited a string of military
recruiters after the United States
entered the "war to end all
wars" in Apnl 1917.
He was rejected by the
Marines and the Navy, but eventually persuaded an Army captain he was 18 and enlisted, convincing him Missouri didn't
keep public records of birth.

GREG TRAVIS/Ledger 8 Times

MCCH RECEPTION: Dr. fiche Allen, second from left, family practitioner, is welcomed to
Murray by Mayor Tom Rushing during a reception Tuesday afternoon at the Murray-Calloway
County Hospital. Dr. Gary Marquardt arid Dr. Richard Crouch were also recognized at the
reception, which honored the hospital's new Murray Medical Associates practice. Also pictured
above, are, Steve Owen, left, MCCH board member, and Melvin Henley, right, state representative from Murray.

Calloway Schools photo
TDP Team Members shown in attendance at a recent meeting are, seated from left,
Janeann Turner, Court Designated Worker, Calloway County; Courtney Fein, Family
Programs/Coalition Network Coordinator, Calloway County School District Family Resource
Center; Fred Ashby, Director of Pupil Personnel, Calloway County School District; standing
from left, LaDawn Hale. Calloway County Extension Agent, Family and Consumer Sciences;
Karen Guthrie, Youth Services Center Coordinator, Calloway County Middle School; Suzy
Crook, Director/Case Mgr. Big Brothers Big Sisters of Murray/Calloway County.

Calloway program addresses truancy
Special to the Ledger
Calloway County Family Court and Calloway
County Middle School implemented a Truancy
Diversion Program (TDP) during the 2007-08
school year.
The program is designed to aid parents and students in order to avoid formal court proceedings
for truancy, which can be costly and time consum-

ing.
The TDP uses a team approach to help students
develop good attendance habits, address the issues
causing their truancy, and improve their overall
educational expenence.
Twenty-eight students were invited to participate in the program during 2007-2008.

Photo provided

PET UNIT: Sarah Jacobs from Michelle Dickerson's P2 class at Murray Elementary School
and her mom recently brought an Australian Skink when the class was studying the unit on
pets.

Hear Today...Save Today!
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Open Fit Behind the Ear

Murray State grad joins
CBS Channel 4 in Illinois
Elizabeth
Fields, 2007
Murray State University alumna, is the newest addition to the
CBS Channel 4 Quad Cities
news team in Rock Island, Ill.
As a student at MSU, Fields
anchored, reported and produced for Murray State's campus operated television station
TV-11 and the weekly television
series RoundAbout Murray.
Fields has been reporting for
the Quad Cities since February.
Originally from Belleville, Ill.,
she has recently reported on the
flooding of the Rock River in
northern Illinois with coverage
rif home evacuations. Fields was
previously at ICMOV Channel 4
in St. Louis.
Jeremy
McKeel, MSU
department of journalism lecturer and TV operations director,
worked with Fields dunng her
time at Murray State. "Elizabeth
was one of our most outstanding
'go to' students during her time
at Murray State," said McKee!.
"She is a talented individual,
both in front of and behind the
camera. That type of talent is
hard to find. Elizabeth has a
glowing personality and is guaranteed to succeed in the news
business or any other endeavor
she pursues."
RoundAbout Murray, is hosted by MSU vice president of
institutional advancement Jim
Carter and produced by Shasta
O'Neal of the university's
Broadcast Media Services.

the Murray Rotary Club
Telethon, benefiting Court
Appointed Special Advocate.
(CASA) and Habitat for
Humanity that aired on Murray
area cable channels. She generously offered her time and talents to interview university faculty, staff and students during
the three-hour program.
Fields credits her experience
at MSU for her success in tei
news industry. "I can't si411
?II
enough good things abo41
Murray State and how my exist:
rience there prepared me for riZt
job in the Quad Cities," ,aq
Fields. "Coming into a new
lion. 1 was nervous about
behind the other reporters,
found out that I fit right in. rsty
Elizabeth Fields
work with RoundAbout Murni
Fields served as assistant pro- and MSU TV-11 prepared trf4
ducer for the show as a student. for everything involved in
O'Neal misses working with reporting, from brainstorming
Fields and hopes to have the story ideas and lining up inter.
opportunity to work with her views to shooting footage. writ
again in the future. "Elizabeth ing the story and finally present:
started on the RoundAbout team ing it on-air. Now I have seen
anchoring the local news seg- how other first-time reporteri
ment of the show, and .then struggle if they don't have
worked her way up to assistant hands-on expenence. I'm thankproducer,said
O'Neal. ful for everything and everyone
"Elizabeth is a very hard worker. I worked with in the MSU stuShe's a person that does not let dios."
anything get in the way of reaching her goals, yet she is a people
person. Elizabeth is dedicated,
hard working, and talented and
always greets you with a smile."
In 2006, Fields co-hosted the
live broadcast of MSU Night of
Lk:KERN TIMES
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INTRODUCING

Our Newest Addition
1)r. Pcchlrs is a native of Mavtield,Ky.
and a graduate of Logan (,..ollege of
hiropractic. He brings his talent and
dedication to our practice, and he is
nOw booking appointments.
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Obituaries
Rose Marie Wells Bryan

Bryan

ROSC Mane Wells Bryan, 92, of Murray, died
Friday, May 23, 2008 at 4:19 p.m at Western
Baptist Hospital, Paducah.
Born in Ravenden Springs, Randolph County,
Arkansas, she was the daughter of Owen Dudley
Wells and Lavina Jane Eaves. Mrs. Bryan was
married on (ktober 20, 1941 in the home of her
parents in Benton, Missouri to H.J. "Jack" Bryan
of Hopkinsville, Kentucky. Mr. Bryan was the first
supenntendent of the Murray Natural Gas System
and later, the owner of Parker Popcorn Company of

Murray.
Mrs. Bryan was a member of the First Christian Church of Murray
and the Christian Church Circle One Women's Group and of
Glendale Road Church. A member of the Murray Woman's Club
since 1949, she was in both the Zeta and Creative Arts Departments
and was formerly a member of the Rose and Garden Club.
She was preceded in death by her husband, H.J. "Jack" Bryan,
1989; two infant sons, Jack Wells Bryan and Hal J. Bryan; and a
son-in-law, Dr. Frank John Kolb III, of Paducah.
Survivors include two daughters. Margaret-Rose Thacker and husband Dr. Jachin Warner of Bowling Green, and Jane Eaves Kolb of
Paducah; two grandchildren, Sarah Jane Kolb of Paducah and Frank
John Kolb IV and wife Kent of Takoma Park, Maryland; and greatgrandson, James Bryan Kolb.
Graveside services will be Tuesday, May 27 at 1:30 p.m. at the
Murray City Cemetery, with visitation preceding the services at J.H.
Churchill Funeral Home at 12:30 pro. on Tuesday. The Reverend
David Roos and Mr. John Dale will officiate.
Expressions of love may be made to the Billy Graham
Evangelistic Association, 1 Billy Graham Parkway, Charlotte, North
Carolina, 28201 or In Touch Ministries, Dr. Charles Stanley, P.O.
Box 79(X), Atlanta, Georgia 30351.
GREG TRAVIS/Ledger & Times

I A SPECIAL GUEST: Nashville musician and songwriter John Bartow Jarvis, center, is pictured above with Janet Miller, right,

Many view Chapman
as advocate for those
wanting to adopt
NASHVILLE: Tenn. (AP) me to adopt two children ...
-- Christian singer-songwriter thousands of families have
Steven Curtis Chapman may benefited from their generosibe well known for his music,
ty and commi(ment."
but many others recognize
The little girl was hit
him as an advocate who has
Wednesday
by an SUV driven
helped hundreds of couples
adopt orphans from other by her 17-year-old brother,
Will Franklin Chapman,in the
countries.
A number of adoption driveway of their home in
groups offered their prayers Franklin, 'Tenn., according to
and sympathy to Chapman Tennessee Department of
and his family after his 5Safety spokesman Mike
year-old daughter was acciBrowning.
dentally struck last week and
"We're investigating and
killed by a car driven by her
brother. Maria was the will turn it over to the D.A.,
youngest of three daughters but every appearance is that it
Chapman and his wife, Mary was a terrible accident,"
Beth, adopted from China.
Browning said.
"The adoption community is
Chapman is one of the most
devastated for the family,"
popular contemporary gospel
said Brenda Barker, director
of the Children's Hope singers, with 16 studio
International's office
in albums, five Grammies and
Tennessee. "They've given 54 Dove Awards from the
money to me personally for Gospel Music Association.

Hackman to attend Owensboro festival
OWENSBORO, Ky. (AP) -- Parker and his men hatch a plan
Actor Gene Hackman plans to for Parker's escape.
attend this year's International
The book has been described
Mystery Writers Festival in as a Civil War thriller, Zev
Owensboro.
Buffman, festival chairman and
The festival at RiverPark president and CEO of the
Center runs from June 12-22.
RiverPark Center, told The
The
two-time
Academy (Owensboro)
MessengerAward-winner will be at the fes- Inquirer.
tival to promote "Escape from
Hackman, 78, won an Oscar
Andersonville, A Novel of the for best actor for "The French
Civil War," which he wrote with Connection" and for best supDaniel Lenihan. Hackman and porting actor for "Unforgiven."
Lenihan will hold a book signAlso at this year's festival,
ing on June 21.
suspense writer Mary Higgins
"Escape from Andersonville" Clark will receive the 2008 First
tells the story of Union officer Lady of Mystery title. In addiNathan Parker, who was held at tion, the festival will stage the
the Confederate prison camp in U.S. premiere of Agatha
Andersonville, Ga., according to Christie's
lost
play,
St. Martin's Press' Web site. "Chimneys."

director of the West Kentucky Songwriters' chapter of the Nashville Songwriters Association International and Rita Shelton,
left, assistant director.

Legendary Nashville songwriter, musician
speaks to local NSAI chapter at MSU
By GREG TRAVIS
Staff Writer
Noted musician and songwriter John Barlow Jarvis
recently spoke to members of
the West Kentucky Songwriters'
chapter of the Nashville
Songwriters
Association
International.
Jarvis, 54, began his musical
Journey in 1968 at i4 when he
signed as a staff songwriter and
studio musician at Edwiri H.
Morris Music. By the time he
was 18 years of age he was
already playing piano on hits by
such artists as Ringo Starr,
Diana Ross, Leo Sayer, John
Mellancamp, The Miracles, Art
Garfunkel, Stephen Bishop and
many others.
In 1974, at the age of 20, he
joined the Rod Stewart Band,
where his honky tonk licks can
still be heard on such classics as

"Hot Legs," "'Tonight's the
Night" and "You're in My
Heart," it was reported.
Jarvis talked to the group
about the elements of a good
song, stressing the importance
of a strong introduction, rhyme
pattern and melody. Most
importantly, he noted that a
songwriter needs to have heart,
express themselves and make
the listener care.
Jarvis also told the group there
is currently a lot of "corporateism, formula-ism and merchan..
dising" going on in the music
industry.
He said he wanted local writers to understand there's really
no critiquing in the business,
"It's yes or no, and anything less
than yes is a no."
Still, he said, keep believing
and "don't give away your
rights easily," adding, "never

Sales of existing homes fell 1 percent in April
WASHINGTON (AP) — Sales
of existing homes fell for the
eighth time in the past nine
months, with the backlog of
unsold single-family homes rising
to the highest level in more than
two decades.
The National Association of
Realtors said that existing home
sales dropped by 1 percent to 4.89
million units, matching the all-

time low set in January.
The median price for an existing home dropped 8 percent,
compared with a year ago. to
$202,300. Analysts predicted further price declines given the huge
backlog of unsold single-famil;
homes, which rose in April to
10.7 months supply at the current
sales pace, the highest inventory
level since June 1985.

INEXPERIENCED
AND EXPERIENCED
DRIVERS AND
OWNER OPERATORS
FOR MULTIPLE,
DRIVING POSITIONS

Read the Want Ads Daily

RETIREMENT RECEPTION

Time: 3-5 p.m.
Place: The Murray Bank Main Office
405 South 12th Street
Murray, KY
After 32 years in banking,

Buying or Selling Stock?
STABLE COMPANY

to be in a rock 'n roll band."
He said he has yet to write
what he considers his own perfect song, but did say he wishes
he could have written "every
song that he likes."
One song in particular that he
said he almost co-wrote was the
Christmas song "Joseph and
Mary's Boy." He explained that '
he was going on a trip with Don
Cook who had the idea for the
song. The pair was scheduled to
get a lake cabin for a weekend
and write, but Jarvis wasn't able.
to stay for the weekend and
Cook ended up writing the song
with Keith Whitley. The song
was later recorded by Alabama. '
He said he also recalled the
time he was sitting at a piano in
a studio when Ringo Starr came
in and the two of them jammed '
to
the
Beatles' "Lady
Madonna."

Date: May 30, 2008

Subscribe by calling 7511916
Today! IiiitER&TIMES
WANTED

mistake ambition for friendship."
As for tips, Jarvis said coming
up with a great introduction to a
song is "half the battle," citing
several songs he felt fit the criteria.
He also mentioned songs that
seemed to go against all of the
rules, and yet were giant hits.
Jarvis performed and critiqued
members' songs during his visit
with the group. He said his first
song to be recorded was one he
wrote at age 14. The song, titled
"I Can't Turn My Heart Away,"
was record by Art Garfunkel.
Jarvis said he "pretty much
knew" all of his life that he
would be a musician/songwriter.
As for playing with superstars
such as Ringo Starr, Diana
Ross, Rod Stewart and others,
he said, "It was some really
good times. It was a great time

Dave Hornback is retiring.
We would be delighted to have you
as our guest at his retirement reception.

Call the professionals at Hilliard Lyons.
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Assistance for veterans
will be given on Wednesday

Jo's
Datebook
By Jo Burkeen
Community
Editor

KonlakoGolf
Kenlake Ladies Golf League
had II ladies playing golf on
May 21 at the Kenlake State
Park Golf Course.
Gloria Thies had a chip in
on hole number 8 and Martha
Lewis had a chip on hole number 4.
The foursome to win the
game was composed of Ina
Horton, Martha Lewis, Joanne
Welsch and Joanne Warynski.
All interested ladies are
invited to come and play with
the group on Wednesday. The
group will meet at 8 a.m.
Wednesday for breakfast at the
Kenlake Hotel.

Veterans and their families will be given
free counseling and assistance in filing
claims for state and federal benefits Wednesday from 9 a.m. to noon at the National
Guard Armory at Murray. Ron McClure,
regional field representative of Kentucky
Department of Veterans Affairs, will give
the assistance.
For information and appointments, call
1-877-812-0840
or
e-mail
ronald.mcclure@ky.gov. Walk-ins will be
assisted as time permits.

CCHS Council will meet

Calloway C7ounty High School Based Decision Making Council will have a special
called meeting Wednesday at 3:45 p.m. in the media center.

Ladiesof theOaks

TOPS Chapter will meet
Murray Chapter of TOPS #616 will meet Tuesday from 9
to 10 a.m. at First Christian Church. Visitors are welcome. For
nformation call Joyce at 753-9080 or 226-4625.
Photo provided

TOPS Group will meet
TOPS # Ky. 623 Chapter will meet Tuesday at 5 p.m. at
First Christian Church fellowship hall, I 1 1 North Fifth St.
Weigh-in will be from 5 to 5:30. For information call Johna
at 227-9521.

11S/redger & Times
inet Miller, right,
id Rita Shelton,

ician

Murray Singles will meet
Murray Singles (SOS) is scheduled to meet Tuesday at 7
p.m at the Calloway County Public Library. For information
call Pat at 489-2909 or Mike at 873-2336.

Al-Anon meeting Tuesday
Al-Anon will meet Tuesday at 6:30 p.m. at First United
Methodist Church. Enter from the southside rear door located
near the playground. The only requirement is that there be a
problem of alcoholism or addiction in a relative or friend.

Alzheimer's group will meet
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Alzheimer's Disease Education/Support Group will meet
Tuesday at 4:30 p.m. in the board room of Muray-Cailoway
County Hospital. Free sitter service during the meeting is provided by Shared Care Adult Day Care Program, but contact
Shared Care at 753-0576 or MCCH Home Care at 762-1537
by Monday at 4 p.m. for this service. For more information
contact Cindy Ragsdale, L.S.W. at 762-1278.

Health Express lists stops
Health Express of Murray-Calloway County Hospital will
offer osteoporosis screenings, blood pressure and pulse checks
on Tuesday from 8:30 to 11:30 a.m. at Subway in Puryear.
Tenn., and 1 to 3 iliuti.at,RlitfeT Bank, Hazel; on Thursday
from 8:30 to 11:30 a.m. and 12:30 to 3 p.m. at First United
Methodist Church. Mari-ay.

Breast Cancer Group to meet
Breast Cancer Support Group will meet Tuesday at 6:30
p.m. in the Center for Health & Wellness classroom. For information call Evelyn Wallis at 489-2462 or Angie Hutchings at
435-4614.

YSA plans rebate day
Youth Sports Association of Murray (baseball/softball) will
have a rebate day from 11 a.m. to 9 p.m. Tuesday at Sirloin
Stockade. Customers are asked to tell the cashier they are
there for the group.

Park swimming pool open
Murray-Calloway County Park Swimming Pool opened Saturday for the 2()08 schedule. Mike Sykes. aquatics director of
the park, said, "The pool will be open from noon to 7 p.m.,
Monday through Saturday; and from 1 to 6 p.m. on Sunday."

.Hy

Library closed today

PTION-1

Calloway County Public Library
reopen Tuesday.

will be closed today and

Pictured from left are Jean Bennett, CASA board member, Donna Hemdon, incoming CASA
board chair, Cindy Graves, CASA volunteer coordinator, and Kim Grasty, Kappa Chair.

CASA presented donation by Kappa Department
The Kappa Department of
the Murray Woman's Club hs
donated $1,3(8) to the Court
Appointed Special Advocates
(CASA) of Murray and Marshall Counties.
This donation was made possible not only by those who
attended the 6th Annual Evening
of Chocolate Delight on April
24, but also by those who provided the chocolate goodies,

MES board will meet
Murray Electric System board will hold a special session
Tuesday because of the Memorial day holiday.

The ladies of the Murray
Country Club will play golf
on Wednesday at 9:30 a.m, at
the club.
Marcia Beam, hostess, has
released the lineup as follows:
Tee I - Bobby Lee, Patsy
Green, Amy McDowell and
Linda Burgess;
Tee IA - Jane Meyer and
Beth Belote;

Tee 4 - Jennifer Crouse,
Cyndi Cohoon, Marcia Beam
and Betty Stewart;
Tee 6 - Vickie Baker, Marilyn Adkins. Shelia Henry and
Marcia Beam;
Tee 8 - Manlyn Adkins,
Shelia Henry, Barbara Gray
and Norma Frank.
The Lamb Memorial Golf
'Tournament was held May 21.

at the club with the Lamb Cup
going to Cyndi Cohoon, according to Freda Steely and Peggy
Shoemaker, hostesses.
Other winners were Ve Sevems, championship flight;
Cyndi Cohoon, first flight; Barbara Gray, second flight; Jane
Meyer, 9 holers; Betty Stewart and Marilyn Adkins, low
putts; Bobby Lee and Marcia
Bean, cbip ins.

Mark Schmidt Technology Grant awarded to WMHS TV 13
The Murray Independent
School District Foundation for
Excellence recently announced
the Mark Schmidt Technology
Grant for the 2008-2(8)9 school
year has been awarded to the
Murray High School WMHS
TV 13 "The Tiger Stripes:
program.
Established by the late Mark
Schmidt, a 1975 MHS graduate, this fund will annually
support a technology related
project by a teacher or staff
member. Selected
by
the
endowments committee of the
foundation, the recipient of this
fund is intended to support a
project that will introduce new
ideas, equipment or software.
Sherry Purdom, WMHS TV
oder

rn

13 adviser, said as the class
continues to rebuild and grow,
the fund will be utilized to
purchase editing software for
the students to enhance their
editing skills. "With the award
of this grant we have moved
forward and will implement
Adobe Premiere Pro software
and the four required license
fees inside our editing bay,"
she said. "As we prepare to
offer two Broadcast Journalism classes next year. offering
this new program will be much
more benei.'.1a1 to the students
in the class," she said.
Purdom said as the growth
of the program expands, it is
important to offer students competitive and challenging tech-

IN

ISMI
,

nology to stay current with the
ever-changing demands.. "As
we continue to produce our
monthly news magazine show
our new editing software will
be a great benefit to our students.- she said. "We are
extremely grateful members of
the Murray Independent School
Foundation endowments committee.Purdom said she is also
thankful to alumni who see
the importance of "give back."
"Mr. Schmidt's desire to help
the younger generation of leaders who attend Murray High
School, is one that will continue to give as students advance
themselves forward into their
academic and professional
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Spaghetti Specia
WEDNESDAY ONLY

Angel Alert issued
An Angel Alert for a car or truck in good running condition for a single mother with two children has been issued by
the Calloway County Family Resource Center. Any one having one to donate is asked to call the center at 762-7333.

parties and family picnics. For
others, it means abuse, neglect, and years in foster care
waiting for a chance for a safe,
permanent and loving home.
These are the kids who need
the C'ASA volunteer's voice.
For more information about
becoming a CASA volunteer.
contact the CASA office at
761-0164.

LadiesofklumireentryCluli

American Legion plans event
American Legion Post /73 of Murray will celebrate the
grand opening of the new American Legion Veterans Hall, 310
Bee Creek Dr., today with a reception from I to 3 p.m. and
a ceremony honoring deceased veterans. Murray Mayor Tom
Rushing will deliver remarks to commemorate the occasion
and the dedication of the new hall. The public is invited.

supplying the samples, door
prizes and providing entertainment.
Court Appointed Special
Advocates (CASA) is a nationwide movement of trained community volunteers who speak
up for abused and neglected
children in court.
For some kids, childhood
means soccer games, birthday

Medium Spaghetti $2.97
.
.
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Teachers will be honored
Office

' On Wednesday. June 4. from 3:30 to 4:30 p.m. in the Deli
Cafe in the back area of Murray Wal-Mart. all teachers will
he given a free tool kit for their classrooms as a part of giving credit for the service to the community.

Try Our All-You-Can-Eat

95
SpaghettiIna Drink '4.

Narcotics Anonymous will meet
Narcotics Anonymous will meet each Monday at 6 p.m. and
Tuesday and Thursday at 8 p.m. at St. John's Episcopal Church.
For information call 753-8419 or 1-877-447-2004.

ng.
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Spanish Class scheduled

The Ladies of the Oaks
Country Club will play golf
on Wednesday at 9:30 a.m, at
the club.
Kitty Steele and Shirley
Wade will serve as hostesses.
It is not necessary to sign up.
Pairings will be made at the
tee. All members are encouraged to attend.
A golf scramble was played
on May 21 with Janet Kirk
as hostess.
Winners were announced as
follows:
Mary Alice Smith, Patsy
Woodall and Carolyn Greenfield with extra shot taken,
first place;
Laura Parker, Janet Kirk,
Melva Hatcher and Jo Anne
Auer, second place;
Edwina Bucy, Kitty Steele
and Carria Stokes with extra
shot taken, third place.
Due to a tie, first and second place winners were determined by a draw.
Winners of Oaks Ladies
Tuesday night golf were
announced by Melonie Lowe,
hostess, as follows:
Low Gross - first place,
Sherri lieeke, second place,
Wanda Brown:
Low Net - first place. Della
Miller. second place, Linda
On.

DINE 1t4
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Conversational Business Spanish Class will be offered in
June at the Calloway County Public Library. For more information call Sarah Loveless at 1-270-339-8772.

9'70 Chestnut
Street
Murray

753-2975

1

careers,- she said.
Wayne Bell, president of the
MISD Foundation, said the continuing impact of the upgrade
will be visible to the continuation of the yearly class and
the students who continue on
in the broadcasting field.

Hickory Woods
Retl•ennent C•nter
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Street Rods will be on Paducah Riverfront May 30-June 1
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PADUCAH, Ky. — For 31
years, members of the River
Tin Street Rods of Paducah have
been hosting a charity car show
in Paducah. The 2008 Riverfront Rod Run will be May
30 -June 1st the Executive Inn
South parking lot and the
adjoining Riverfront-park.
Over 500 cars are expected to cruise into Paducah for
this annual street rod event.
All cars participating in the
show are pre-1949 antiques with
numerous modifications and
changes. The colors range from
bright to classic black with no
two street rods alike. Many of
the cars and trucks are built
by their owners with photo
albums to show the "start to
finish" project.
With the show located in
the historic downtown area, the
participants enjoy shopping at
the antique shops, dining at
some of Paducah's finish restaurants, viewing the flood wall
murals, watching the boats on
the river and enjoying the southern hospitality of Paducah.
There will be games, contest and door prizes for the
participants on Saturday. A variety of food, automotive and miscellaneous vendors will be setup on the large city parking
lot by the Farmers Market.

Photc provided

Pictured is a '34 Ford Tudor, lazor red with a 2 1/4 inch chop
Swap Meet vendors will be
selling a wide selection of used
merchandise.
A Car Corral offers everyone an opportunity to sell any
make or model car or truck
for a $20 fee. The vehicle will
be displayed from Friday from
7 a m. to Sunday at noon.
On Sunday at 9 a.m. the
worship service will be presented by the Gospel Four. The

Awards program will begin at
11 a.m, naming the Top 25
Street Rods along with 9 "special" awards. A representative
from the PPG paint company
will presein their choice for
"Best Use of Color" and "Best
of Show."
Spectator Gates will be open
on Friday from noon to 8 pan.,
Saturday from 9 a.m. to 8
p.m.. and Sunday from 9 to

It a.m. All gate proceeds are
donated to Easter Seals West
KY, SI. Nicholas Family Free
Clinic and Child Watch.
For show information, call
270-554-2975. For Vendor,
Swap Meet & Car Corral information 270-354-9590 or visit
the web site at www.riverfrontrodrun.com

Pooch from Kentucky,
discovered in Texas,
reunited with owners
LEXINGTON, Ky.(AP) — A
dog that disappeared a month
ago is back home with its
Kentucky owners after being
found a thousand miles away.
Torn Griswold said he and his
wife Debbie had decided coyotes had killed their 9-monthold German shepherd, named
Trudy
Hope came in a phone call
from a Vermont woman who
saw a picture of the animal on
the dogdetectivescom Web site
She knew her sister had

picked up a dog like it in a
Nicholasv ille restaurant parking
lot and had taken it home to
Texas. She e-mailed the
Griswalds.
Trudy was put on a plane in
Houston and arrived in
Lexington late last week after
authorities scanned a microchip
implanted under her skin and
confirmed the dog's ownership.
Tom Griswold refers to the
woman who picked up his dog
as a "misguided Samaritan."

Taw & Order: CI' slated to return
LOS ANGELES(AP)--"Law &
Order Criminal Intent" will remain
on the case for another season on
USA Network
The show has been renewed for a
16-episode eighth year, the network
said Thursday.
Part of the thret-series "Law &

Order" franchise created by Dick
Wolf. "Criminal Intent" originally
aired on NBC. But when the network decided that this season's
schedule had room for only two of
the shows, a deal was struck to air
"Criminal Intent" first on USA,
then on NBC.

LBL offers plenty of outdoor events for the entire family
GOLDEN POND, Ky. -Lookin' for adventure this SUMmer? Look no further, Land
Between The Lakes (LBL)
offers outdoor exploration and
festive events for the whole
family!
LBL's Summer 2008 activities celebrate the simple pleasures of playing, learning, and
being outdoors, and experiencing the genuine, natural surroundings the area has to offer
all visitors.
As summer vacation planning gets underway, LBL invites
visitors to pick up a 2008 LBL
Summer Calendar at area hotels,
visitor centers, LBL facilities or
front our website (www.lbl.org)
and make plans to expesiamee
what nature has to offer here in
our own backyard.
Starting off the summer sea-

son is the annual favorite, the
Pickin' Party, June 14 & IS, at
The Horneplace. Live music,.
open mic, great food, and a festival atmosphere will bring the
hollow to jubilant life this weekend in old-fashioned rural hospitality. The Homeplace will also
traditional
the
offer
Independence Day Celebration
on July 4, featuring a visit from
KY Statesman Henry Clay; July
5 learn about photography in the
1800's at the 19th Century
Photography seminar; and
Children's Day on the Farm on
August 16.
For those seeking an aquatic
adventure, the Nature Station
will again offer guided canoe
excursions throughout the sumThese nature-oriented
mer.
trips, led by staff interpreters
and scheduled at various times

throughout the day and evening,
provide visitors with an opportunity to see wildlife in their natural hot spots along the LBL
shoreline. The Nature Station
also offers hourly canoe rentals
throughout the summer during
daytime hours.
Other events returning to the
Nature Station this summer
include Nature Arts Day, June
28; The Night Shift, a nighttime
program, will take place July 5;
Cool & Crawly Critters Fest,
July 12; and Hummingbird
Weekend 2008, August 1-3.
Other wildlife watching events
will include the Hundreds of
Heroes Canoe Trip on June 4,
.Sunset Beaver Marsh Hike-en

Tinwsday, Ally 3, and Bniiiiitst
with the Hummingbirds on
August 9. Join the Nature
Station for Tuesday morning

walks, June 10-July I.
Dian boat racing returns to
the waters neat LBL. This season, the Kentucky Drag Boat
Association Races at Pisgah Bay
SIC scheduled for June 6-8, June
28-29, and July 26-27. If dry
land is more your speed, be sure
to join us for LBL.'s Primitive
Rodeo and Grand Jubilee at
Wranglers Campground on July
18-19.
If you need a break from the
hot sun and summer fun, come
enjoy a show at the Golden
Pond Planetarium. Friday and
Saturday nights in June, July,
and August enjoy the Summer
Agiltgea tpdotatiosialgest abow.
Load sty* RN.; cir pack the tent.
b4e'ftikes of fuel up the
boat, and,experience LBL from
every angle. So what are you
waiting for? Come outside and

play'
LBL offers a vaiiety of programs throughout the summer
that are ideal for home educators. For more information on
these programs, visit the
at
Events
of
Calendar
www.lbl.org.
Henry Clay is funded in part
by the Kentucky Humanities
Council and the National
Endowment for the Humanities.
Land Between The Lakes is
managed by the Forest Service,
U.S. Department of Agriculture,
in partnership with Friends of

LBI„ to provide public lands
outdoor recreation and environmental education. We encourage visitors to review our website at www.lbl.org each season,
and throughout the season, for
our Calendar of Events, updates
on programs and policies, and
temporary trail and road closures. Additional LBL informa-t
tion is also available on out,
websitc or by calling I -800-'s
LBL-7077 or 270-924-2000.,
You can find out more about
Friends of LBL at www.friend-'•
soflbl.org

by calling 753-1916
Laii;ER&rilMES

Dozer Bar-B-Que
There

Isn't anything better
then a very
good BarB-Clue or
food
cooked
outside on
the grin My
Just
son
to
loves
grin
out
but not as
as
By Mr. Morn - mach
Mark Anderson eating
In
BBOI
the cool of the afternoon the
smell of grill smoke Is some
of the best memories to me.
If you have a recipe to share
with reader please e-mail us.

Tried & True
Recipes

Texas Beef Brisket
1 (4-pound) beef brisket.
trimmed
2 tablespoons aark brown
sugar
2 tablespoons kosher salt
4 tablespoons paprika
2 teaspoons granulated garlic powder
1 tablespoon granulated
onion powder
1 1/2 teaspoons ground
black pepper
1 teaspobn cayenne pepper
2 teaspoons ground cumin
Mesquite wood chips
Dozer BBO Sauce, recipe
follows
Set the brisket on 3 large
sheet of plastic wrap In a
medium bowl combine the dark
brown sugar, kosher salt, paprika, granulated garlic, granulated onion, black pepper, cayenne
pepper and cumin. Rub the
mixture onto the brisket and
wrap tightly in the plastic wrap.
Place on a baking sheet and
refrigerate for at least 6 hours
or uo to overnight Remove
the meat from the refrigerator
and let come to room temperature.
Soak mesquite wood chips
in a large bowl of water for 1
to 2 hours. Remove, drain and
set aside.
Remove the meat from the
refrigerator and let come to
room temperature. Prepare a
stove-top smoker according to
the manufacturer's instructions
Remove the plastic wrap and
place the brisket on the rack
over low heat. Close the lid
and smoke for 2 hours.
Preheat the oven to 275

degrees F.
Remove the meat from the
smoker and wrap in a large
sheet of heavy aluminum fOl.
Place or. a baking sheet and
roast until meat is tender and
an instant-read thermometer
registers an internal temperature of 140 to 145 degrees F.
about 3 to 4 hours. Remove
the meat from the oven and
let rest for 20 minutes before
carving the meat against the
grain
Serve with Barbecue Sauce
on the side for dipping.
Barbecue Sauce:
1/2 tablespoon vegetable oil
1/4 cup chopped yellow
onion
1 teaspoon chopped garlic
1 cup ketchup
2 tablespoons dark brown
sugar
1 1/2 teaspoons molasses
2 tablespoons apple cider
vinegar
1 tablespoon fresh squeezed
lemon juice
1 tablespoon fresh squeezed
orange juice
1 tablespoon dry mustard
1 tablespoon Worcestershire
sauce
1 teaspoon °tetanal:hot red
pepper sauce
1/2 cup honey
1/2 teaspoon liquid smoke
In a large saucepan heat
the oil over medium-high heat
Add the onions and cook until
soft stirring, for 4 minutes.
Add the garlic and cook, stirring. for 1 minute. Add the
ketchup, brown sugar, honey
smoke, molasses, vinegar.
lemon juice, orange juice, mustard, Worcestershire and hot
sauce, and bring to a boil. Lower
the heat to a simmer and cook.
stirnng occasionally, until sauce
is thick enough to coat the
back of a spoon and the flavors marry, 15 to 20 minutes
Remove from the heat and let
cool slightly before serving
100

Apple
Cooked
Slow
Smoked Pork
1 (5 to 6 pounds) pork butt
1/2 cup Pork Rub, recipe
follows
1 tablespoon dry mustard
Olive oil
Apple chips, soaked in water
880 sauce, recipe above
8 large rolls
1 small red onion, thinly
sliced
2 large pickles, sliced into
thin rounds

Place the pork Pun in a
shallow pan. To the pork rub,
add the dry mustard and mix
well. Rub the whole surface
with the Pork Rub Drizzle the
surface with olive oil and rub
well again. Cover and refngerste at least 6 hours or
overnight in the refrigerator
Soak the apple chips In cold
water for at least 30 minutes.
Preheat 1 side of the charcoal oral to medium. Drain the
apple chips and place on the
hot side of the grill in the
wood chip tray or in a small
metal tray by the fire. Keep
the other half of the grill on
very low heat.
Place the pork on the notter side of the grill and sear
until golden brown on all sides,
about 15 minutes Remove to
the lower heat side of the grill.
Cook slowly, over low heat,
300 degrees F, until the meat
is tender and falling off the bone,
about 2 1/2 hours. Turn the
meat every 20 minutes or so.
Remove from the grill and
let rosi for 10 minutes. Slice
or shred into bite-size pieces
and place in a large bowl.
Toss with desired amount of
BBC/ Sauce. Place on buns
and top with red onions and
pickles.
Dozer Pork Rub:
4 tablespoons brown sugar
4 tablespoons onion powder
4 tablespoons garlic powder
4 taolespoons dried thyme
4 tablespoons dried oregano
2 tablespoons mild paprika
2 tablespoons paprika
4 teaspoons cayenne
4 teaspoons ground coriander
2 teaspoons black pepper
2 teaspoons white pepper
2 tablespoons kosher salt
Mix together and put in
ziplock bag.
Can you taste that BBO or
are you finrig up the grill as
you read? My son told me
there is nothing better then good
BBO, and he finished that statement with " Now That's BBO"
Has my daughter always said
"That's a Keeper".
Do you have a favorite Grill
or smoker recipe to share email
us at mrenorrimurray Obeilsoutlanet or write Mr. Mom at
Murray Ledger & Times. Now
go fire up that grill!

to the community for bringing
us home for Christmas and for
your continued support as
we serve in Iraq.
A special thank you to the
Murray Ledger Er Times.

From the
Soldiers fr Families of the
4$11th Military Police Company.
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AROUND THE OVC

Hudson to take part in NBA Pre-Draft Camp
CAMP WILL RUN
TUESDAY 'THROUGH
FRIDAY IN ORLANDO

picked last (I Rh) in a preseason poll but
finished fourth and qualified for the OVC
Tournament.
Hudson made school, Conference and
NCAA history during the season, including becoming the first Division I men's
player to record a quadruple-double (25
By UT Martin Sports Information
MARTIN, Tenn.
UT Martin's Lester points, 12 rebounds, 10 assists and 10
Hudson has been officially invited to the steals vs. Central Baptist College) in a
NBA's Pre-Draft Camp in Orlando, accord- college game. He also had a triple-douing to Skyhawk head coach Bret Camp- ble, eight additional double-doubles and
bell and FoxSports.com's Jeff Goodman. cracked the 30-point plateau 11 times durThe pm-draft camp starts Tuesday, May ing his rookie season in the league. He
finished the season ranked fifth national27 and goes through Friday. May 30.
Some of the others who have official- ly in points per game (25.7): fourth in
ly been invited to the camp with Hud- steals (2.8) and tenth in 3-pointers made
son include Memphis' Joey Dorsey, per game (3.8). He also ranked among
Louisville's David Padgett, Kansas' Rus- the top 90 nationally in each rebounding
sell Robinson, Darnell Jackson and Sasha (79th, 7.8/game), assists (88th, 4.5/game),
-Kaon . and Tennessee State's Bruce Price. 3-point percentage (72nd, 38.8%) and free
Oirodman reports that Kansas' Mario throw percentage (67th, 83.4%).
Hudson knocked down a school record
Chalmers, Rider's Jason Thompson, Nevada's JaVelle McGee, Syracuse's Donte 124 3-pointers, and set the OVC singleGreen, and Memphis' Chris Douglas- season record. A native of Memphis, Tenn.
'Roberts will pass on playing in the game. who transferred from Southwest Tennessee
.. Michael Beasley, Derrick Rose,01 Mayo Community College, Hudson is the first
:and Danilo Gallinan have been invited UT Martin player to receive the OVC
•:to the camp but as physical-only players. Player of the Year award. He was also
- Hudson put together one of the best named to the OVC All-Newcomer squad,
all-around seasons in Ohio Valley Con- became just the fourth Skyhawk ever
ference history in 2007-08 and helped his named to the All-OVC first-team and was
team make a six-game improvement in named UT Martin's Bob Carroll Male
its league record. The Skyhawks were Athlete of the Year. With All-American
honors from the Associated Press and col-

NATIONAL SPORTS SCOREBOARD

MICHAEL DANN / Ledger & Times

UT Martin's Lester Hudson has been
officially invited to the NBA's Pre-Draft
Camp in Orlando Tuesday through Friday.
legeinsider.com, Hudson became the first
player in school history to claim the honors since the school started playing in
Division I.
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ETHIER GIVES DODGERS WIN OVER CARDINALS IN 10
LOS ANGELES (AP) —
Andre Ethier singled home the
winning run in the 10th inning
and Luis Maza hit his first big
league homer, leading the Los
Angeles Dodgers to a 4-3 victory over the Si. Louis Cardinals on Sunday.
Russell Martin drove in two
runs and touted prospect Clayton Kershaw pitched six effective innings for the Dodgers in
his major league debut.
Terry Tiffee. recalled Saturday from Triple-A, pinch-hit
for Los Angeles closer Takashi
Saito (3-1) and led off the 10th
with 3 bloop single against
Mike Parisi (0-1). The righthander then turned Juan Pierre's
comebacker into a force play,
but Pierre advanced on a wild
pitch and Ethier lined Parisi's
3-2 delivery down the rightfield line with two outs.
Saito struck out Yadier Molina, Albert Pujols and Ryan Ludwick in succession in the top
of the 10th and finished his
two-inning stint with five Ks.
Kershaw allowed two runs
and five hits, striking out seven
and walking one. The left-han-

der threw 69 of his 102 pitches for strikes, recording his
first three outs on punchouts.
Kershaw was the seventh
overall pick in the 2006 draft
out of Highland Park High
School in Dallas. He was promoted from Double-A Jacksonville to take the fifth spot
in the rotation for at least three
turns.
The original plan was for
him to pitch on Tuesday, but
manager Joe Torre and pitching coach Rick Honeycutt decided instead to give Chad Billingsley and Hiroki Kuroda an extra
day of rest because they both
pitched deep into the game
their last time out.
Kershaw, who turned 20 on
March 19, got a chance to pitch
at Dodger Stadium in the team's
final exhibition game against
the World Series champion
Boston Red Sox and tossed
four scoreless innings of relief
with six strikeouts. During
spring training, he gave up one
run over 14 Innings and struck
out 19.
St. Louis starter Todd Wellemeyer gave up three runs and

five hits over six innings with
four strikeouts and no walks.
The right-hander was removed
for a pinch-hitter in the seventh, when the Cardinals tied
it 3-all on a sacrifice fly by
Aaron Miles, who was batting
for Brendan Ryan.
The Dodgers took a 2-1 lead
in the fourth as Ethier scored
from first base on Martin's double off the center-field fence.
Brian Barton scored the tying
run for St. Louis in the sixth,
when third baseman Blake
DeWitt charged Ludwick's slow
bouncer and made a high throw
to the plate that Martin had to
reach for as Barton slid across.
Barton reached on a pop-fly
single that first baseman James
Loney lost in the sun near the
foul line.
But Martin put the Dodgers
back in front 3-2 in the bottom half with a two-out RBI
single after Pierre led off the
inning with a single and was
sacrificed to second by Maza.
The hit ended the Dodgers' 0for-26 drought with runners in
scoring position.

•Track
From Page 1B
dan McKenzie. McKenzie graduated recently
from MSU and both OR and Greer say he's
one of the best teachers.
"He helped both myself and Ryan out tremendously. Without hint, we wouldn't be able to
do half the stuff we're able to do now."
One of the reason's Greer was happy to
make it to the state tournament was for the
simple fact that they will once again be reunited with McKenzie after the coach had to leave
the team towards the end of the season to prepare for graduation.
"Coach McKenzie will be there at state."
Greer said emphatically. "He's such a great
teacher, but ever since he's been gone, Michael

and I have had to help each other. Getting a
chance to see him again, and at the state meet,
is something I'm looking forward to."
Greer sees no shame in finishing second.
After all, the two classmates are in their first
year of the event and are looking forward to
going up against the more experienced pole
vaulters, all the while, trying to make a name
for themselves.
"I'm just having a good time," Greer said.
"Michael started a couple of weeks before me,
so he's been a teacher to me.
"Sometimes, I feel like when I give him
advice it doesn't help. 1 think after today, he
can do OK on his own. I'm definitely excited. I know 1 wouldn't have qualified in a running event!"

Would you like to improve or start
your own small business?
Free & confidential consulting available from the
Murray State University Small Business Development
Center in Murray.
Personalized consultation designed to fit your needs on:
• Startup procedures
• Developing a business plan
• Marketing techniques
• Taxes
And MORE.
For an appointment Or more information call
Rosemary Miller at (270) 809-2856.
The Small Business Development Center is located at
253 Business Building
Murray State University
•••••11......•

SB• • •.•

riHaverstock Insurance Agency
S 12th St • Murray. KY* 753-3415
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Nobody can protect your AUTO
any better than we can,

DODGERS 4, CARDINALS 3
From Page 1B
pitched the final three innings,
allowing only one hit in picking up his sixth save of the
season.
"The top of the order really got things going every
game for us," said EIU head
coach Jim Schmitz. "And our
; pitching staft, to average 3:4 runs a game in the OVC
Tournament was unbelievable.
This week the key was our
pitchers giving us a chance
to win. Then things started
going our way and the defense
was good."
Southeast Missouri (2626), playing in its fifth game
of the four-day tournament,
used four pitchers. Starter
Josh Manning (2-1) was
tagged with the loss.
"Both Coach Smitz and I
are very proud of our clubs
to come in hear and kind of
turn the tournament upside
down after not having the
best Season in terms of wins
and losses, " said Southeast
Missouri head coach Mark
Hogan. "Everybody worked
really hard for this tournament, and it was an honor
to be on the championship
field today even though we
fell short to this Eastern Illinois club."
All-Tournament selection
Brett Nommensen finished the
day 2-for-4 to add to the
EIU attack while Zach Skidmore drove in three runs.
Zachary Blemker was 1for-2 with two RBI and two
stolen bases for the Redhawks.
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Funded in port through a cooperative agreement with the U.S. Srnall Business AdmIni tration All opinions, conclusions or recommendations
expressed are those of the author(s) and do not necessarily reflect the views of SBA Reasonable accommodations for persons with disabilities will be made If requested at least two weeks In advance.

American League Standings
All Times COT
East Division
L Pet GB
W
Tampa Bay
30 20 600
31 21 596
Boston
4
Toronto
27 25 519
5
New York
25 25 500
Baltimore
24 25 490 5 1/2
Central Division
L Pct GB
W
26 22 542
Chicago
2
Minnesota
25 25.500
23 27 460
Cleveland
Deno
21 29 420
6
6
21 29 420
Kansas City
West Division
W
L Pct GB
-Los Angeles
30 21.588
Oakland
27 23.540 2 1/2
26 26.500 41/2
Texas
12
Seattle
18 33 353

National League Standings
All Times CDT
East Division
W
L Pct GB
29 20 592
—
F londa
27 23 540 2 1/2
Atlanta
28 24 538 2 1/2
Philadelphia
23 25 479 5 1/2
New York
8
Washingtia.
22 29 431
Central Division
GB
29 21 580
Chicago
30 22 577
St Louis
29 23.558
1
Houston
24 26.480
Pittsburgh
5
23 27 480
Cincinnati
6
23 27 460
Milwaukee
6
West Division
L Pct GB
30 20 000
—
Anzona
26 23 531 31/2
Los Angeles
20 30 400
10
Colorado
20 31 39210 1/2
San Francisco
18 33 35312 1/2
San Diego

Sunday's Gaines
Minnesota 6, Detroit 1
Texas 2, Cleveland 1, 10 :tmongs
N.Y Yankees 6. Seattle 5
Toronto 3, Kan'sas City 1
Tampa Bay 5, Baltimore 4
Boston at Oakland in)
L A Angels at Chicago White Sox in)
Monday's Games
Kansas City (Ton/So 2-5) at Toronto
(Marcum 4-3), 11 .37 am
N.Y Yankees (Rasner 3-01 al Baltimore
(Olson 3-11, 1235 pm
Chicago White Sox (Vazquez 5-3) at
Cleveland (Byrd 2-4). 6:05 pot
Texas (Ponson 3-0) at Tampa Day
(Kama 3-1). 6 10 p.m
Detroit (Rogers 4-4) at L A Angels
(Garland 5-3), 8.05 pm
Boston (Colon 1-0) at Seattle
IF Hernandez 2ii4). 9 10 p m

Sunday's Games
Florida 8, San Francisco 6. 1st game
Florida 5 San Francisco 4. 2nd game
Anzona 9, Atlanta 3
Pittsburgh 6. Chicago Cubs 5, 11
innings
Washington 7, Milwaukee 6
Philadelphia 15, Houston 6
Colorado 4, N V Mets 1
LA Dodgers 4 St Louis 3. 10 innings
Cincinnati at San Diego (n)
Monday's Gaines
Anzona (VVebb 9-1) al Atlanta (Jumens
5-3). 1205 pm
Milwaukee iSheets 5-1) at Washington
(Bergmann 1-11, 12 35 p.m
LA Dodgers (Billingsley 4-5) at
Chicago Cubs (Dempster 5-2), 1 20
P
Colorado (De La Rosa 1-21 at
Philadelphia (Moyer 4-3), 6 05 pro
Florida (Nolasco 3-3) at NA Mete
Peltmy 2-51, 610 p m

ei Regional
From Page 1B
to the table in highly-touted
pitcher Daniel Webb as well
as Kentucky-bound outfielder
Chad Wright and Catcher Drew
Williams.
The matchup features what
figures to be the top pitching
matchup the first round has to
offer.
Murray head coach Mike
Johnson said he will throw his
ace and recent Murray State
commitment Bradley Cobb
against Heathy Webb, who will
be a high-rounds draft pick in
the upcoming major league
draft.
"They're going to throw
Webb and we're going to throw
Cobb and its going to be a
good matchup," Johnson said.
"Our team was OK with (the
draw). They know they're probably going to have to beat
Heath to get a championship
one way or another."
Heath has won four of the
last five region tournaments
and has a team this year that
rivals any of their other squads.
With 14 seniors, the Pirates
bring plenty of tournament
experience to the table.
"You're talking about a team
that has been the dominant
team in the region in recent
memory," Johnson said. "I think
our kids are excited for a shot
at them."
The winner will advance to
face the winner of Graves County and Carlisle County in Tuesday's semifinals. The other side
of the bracket features Fourth
District champ Marshall County pitted against Lone Oak and
Ballard Memorial versus Fulton County.
In softball, the Fourth District runner-up Calloway County Lady Lakers will also face
Heath, the surprise champions
of the Second District. The
game will also be the first of
the day, held at 10 a.m. at
Calloway County.
The Lady Pirates sent shockwaves through the First Region

when they upset Reidland,
which owned a 17-0 record
against other region schools,
in the district title game.
The matchup will serve as
a rematch of last season's region
semifinal, in which Heath eliminated the Lady Lakers in an
extra-inning affair that Calloway
came tantalizingly close to stealing in the seventh inning.
The draw isn't a favorable
one for either squad and will
be one of the first round's marquee matchups.
"Obviously, it wasn't the
greatest draw we could've gotten," Lady'Laker assistant Troy
Webb said. "But if we want
to win this thing, we're going
to have to beat the best the
region has to offer."
The winner will face the
winner Hickman County and
Ballard Memorial. The other
side of the bracket features
Marshall County and Carlisle
County as well as Graves County vs. Reidland.
TODAY'S UNEtIP SPONSORED By

Lindy Suiter

608 Main if • 7 53 5842

TV, radio
ARENA FOOTBALL
7 p.m.
ESPN2 — Georgia at New Orleans
AUTO RACING
1 p.m.
SPEED — Rolex Sports Car Series.
Lime Rock GI Classic 250, at
Lakeville Conn
COLLEGE BASEBALL
11:30 a.m.
ESFN — World Series Seiection Show
at Bristol Conn
COLLEGE LACROSSE
12 p.m.
ESPNI
NCAA Division I tournament
championship match teams TBA, st
Foxboro, Mass
MAJOR LEAGUE BASEBALL
1:10 p
WGN — L A Dodgers at Chicago
Cubs
NBA BASKETBALL
7:30 p.m.
ESPN — Playoffs. Eastern Conference
finals. game 4 Boston at Detroit
NHL HOCKEY
7 p.m.
VERSUS - Playoffs finals. game 2
Pittsburgh at Detroit

Bring Your Pet
In For Some Good,
Clean Fun!
Groomer: Diane Jackson
32 Years Experience

Full Service Grooming
For All Breeds of Dogs & Cats
Call Today For An Appointment

(270)753-6749

Westside Veterinary
Service L.L.P.
1271 Robertson Rd. South
www.westaidevetcom
emimmimmgema
=MI\
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ADJUSTMENTS
Advertisers are requested to check
the test insedion of their ads for any
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6
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Information and applicationa are available from your local County
Extension Office: Ballard/666-91181, Calloway (753-1452), Fulton
(236-23511, Livingston 1928-2168r, Hickman 1653-22311, Marshall 15273285(, Graves (247-2334), McCracken 1554-95201 online at
http://wwwepf.orgiag_dev.htm

EDUCATION Abroad
Advisor. Institute to
International Studies,
Murray
State
At Knights of Columbus.
University. Full time,
Squire Rd.
one-year professional
6PM on the
employment appoint1st Sat. of the month
ment with benefits.
Qualifications:
SIRLS
U-Pick
Bachelor's degree and
Strawberries in Aurora.
participation in a study
354-6585
abroad
experience
THE Murray Ledger
required.
Must have
Times considers its
effective communicasources reliable. but
inaccuracies do occur. tion skies both oral and
written; working knowlReaders using this
edge of
Microsoft
information do so at
Office Suite (Word,
their own nsk. Although
Excel, Access); the
persons and compaability to mullttask and
nies mentioned herein
strong organipossess
are believed to be repzational skills and
utable. The Murray
knowledge of website
Ledger & Times, nor
maintenance. The willany of its employees
ingness
and ability to
accept any responsibiltravel nationally and
ity whatsoever for their
internationally
is
activities.
required. Minimum of
one year experience in
study abroad office or
U.S. university setting
CPA firm seeking preferred.
Accountant for varied
R•sponsibilitl•s:
accounting tasks. Must Serve as the primary
be proficient in MS
advisor
for
study
Word. Excel. and
abroad programs. This
Ouickbooks- team oriincludes advising Muented, strong commudents with program
nication skills, multiselection, application
tasker. Please send
processing and scholresume, references, &
arship
assistance
salary requirement to
Responsible
for
P.O. Box 1107. Parts.
recruitment and marTN 38242
keting for all study
abroad program: comDISCLAIMER
munication and assisWhen accessing the
tance with students
"help wanted" section
while abroad. Assist
on out classifieds
with integration ot
webpage at
American and internamurrayledgercont,
tional
students
you will be redirected
Coordinate and impleto jobnework.com
ment special events
By default.
conducted
by
the
Murray and local job
for
Institute
listings will appear on
International Studies:
this website,
serve as Fulbright
However. as a national
advisor for the student
website. not all listings
program and maintain
on the jobnetwork.com
website.
Salary:
are placed through
Minimum
$26.000
the Murray Ledger
Application Deadline:
& Times Please call
June 13, 2000. To
us if you have any
apply:
Send a letter of
questions regarding
application, resume
the Muiray area
and two reference letjob listings Thank you
ters
to
Search
Committee
Chair,
DO you toys working
Institute
for
with kids?
International Studios,
Wee Care Enterprises
Murray
State
may be just the place
University, 165 Woods
for you! Full tune end
Hall,
Murray.
KY
part time positions 42071. Women and
available
minorities ere amourApply at
aged to apply Murray
Wee Care
State University is an
109 S. 150 St.
equal education and
Murray, KY 42071
employment opporturs(270)753-5227
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SONIC of Murray Is
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Pro 605 C South 120.
Manager. Pay rate
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benefits pilll
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MEDICAL office secreto:
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1542 Caldweli Rd, hours, send type°
Murray, KY 42071.
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Britthaven of Benton now has a full-time position for an experienced cook for nursing home
environment. Must be able to work days, afternoons and weekends. Apply in person at
Britthaven of Benton 2607 Main Street Benton.
KY No phone calls please EOESAAE

Lou V. McGary

Does Your Policy Pay I0048 of
the Deductibles? .

Linsoueineu & Vans

MEDICARE .
SUPPLEMENT

351 WPM 85 4
1116"
1
0 .141.1POR BRAS
B5.,.3,KY nal I
31443874757
4710111114060

You are responsible for the deductible that
Medic.e does not pay $992 on Part A; $131 on
Part EA ra0 me tor more intormatian
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Kentucky Agricultural Relief Effort
Limited cost-share assistance is available to farmers in Ballard,
Calloway, Fulton, Graves, Hickman, Livingston, Marshall and
McCracken Counties for on-farm improvements and investments to
lessen the impact of future weatheerelated disasters

3. 10 innings
(n)

4-5) at
r 5-2), 1 20

I

$8.25 First Day - 20 words or less - Over 20 words 5.50 each
Additional Consecutive Days: $.12 per word per day.
• .35 extra for Smart Saver(Mon. Classifieds go into smart Saver)

mono

To Place Your Ad Call the Classified Department at 753-1916 ask for Jill Stephens or Ashley Morris
or stop by our office at 1001 Whitnell Ave.-Office Hours: Monday-Friday 7:30 a.m.-5 p.m. • Fax: 753-1927
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$625 Column Inch, 60", Discount 2nd Run,
40% Discount 3rd Run.
(All 3 Ads Must Run Within 6 Day Period I
$3.35 per column inch extra for Monday (Shopping Guide)
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Murray High
Rooster Club

CAR drivers needed.
wages
Competitive
and benefits Home
every 2 weeks. Must
have Class A COL with
minimum 3 years OTR
Clean
experience.
MVR (800)468-5087

NOW taking appliceNone for all positions
and all shifts. Apply
In person at Sonic
DrIve-In, 217 S. 12th
St.. Murray, KY. No
phone cull,,

RE-ADVERT1SEMENT PROGRAMMER
ANALYST. Information
Systems Department
Murray State
University. Full-time,
non-tenure trace
position to begin June
2008.
Qualifications:
Bachelor's degree in
computer science or
related field preferred;
consideration will be
given to candidates
with extensive related
experience.
Experience with SQL
is required.
knowledge of applications programming,
systems analysis, relational databases, programming support
functions, PUSOL,
Oracle Stored procedures, and Oracle
Development tools are
preferred. Must possess stiong interpersonal skills (both
written and verbal).
Responsiblittles:
Under direction of
Manager,
Administrative
Computing, provide
systems development,
assist in the support
and implementation of
SunGard Banner ERP,
and perform all duties
associated with the
support of University
administrative apolications
Application
Deadline: May 30,
2008. Salary: minimum $32,000
To Apply: Send cover
letter. resume, and
three current protessicrrial references to
Chair, Programmer
Analyst Search
Committee,
Administrative
Computing,
Information Systems,
Murray State
University, 1158 I & T
Budding, Murray. KY
42071-3347 Women
and minorities are
encouraged to apply
Murray State
University is an equal
education and employment opportundy,
M/F/D, AA employer
SERVICE Technician,
Local agricultural dealership is now expanding
their
service
department and seeks
qualified applicants for
the position of an experience
Service
Technician at their
Mayfield
location.
Applicants should have
expenence with modem agncultural equipment including diagnostics
Applicants
must be dependable.
hardworking and able
to interact with customers in a professional manner. We offer a
competitive wage and
benefit package E0E.
Please send resume to
Human
Resources
Manager. PO Box 432
Mayfield, KY 42066.

FREE HELP IN CLAIM FILING FOR MY CLIENT'S

753-7890•8 a.m.-8 p.m.
Britthaven of Benton is currently
accepting applications for LPN's.

*MEDICARE
SUPPLEMENTS*

We also offer an excellent benefit
package. Must be licensed in the State
of Kentucky.

- PREPLANNING Dallas Willoughby
Pre-Arrangement Specialist
Avoid inflationary cost.

8- COMPANIES TO CHOOSE FROM
INCLUDING HUMANA AND AARP
COMPETITIVE RATES

Apply in person at Britthaven of
Benton 2607 Main Street Hwy 641S
Benton, KY 42025

Lock in price; single pay or
payment plan.
Irrevocable Medicaid
Approved

Ron Sallin - Local Agent
Phone (270)759-1565
Cell (270)210-2533

J.H. Churchill Funeral Home
201 S. 3rd • Murray, KY 42071
Tern,

1,41,•

Shand
SURGING & Sewing
position, part-time o
fuil-time. Shane Lee
308 Main St. Apply in
person.

MDM COMPUTERS
Service/Sales
Repairs/Upgrades
759.3856

(ill!
,
1e14 11e•11,
I
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•111 ,`

Commercksl Wastiki
Disposal
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1 1 eify

All Types at Riatuw. SirrOcc,

da 1416041104•033

'.! I

111211L7
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ANTIQUES Call Larry
753-3633
PROFESSIONAL
Position- former senior
level executive and
local business owner
seeks position in sales
or operations and
I inance.
Entrepreneurial minded with proactive goal
oriented attitude. Track
record refteMs high
level competency in
sales
management.
facilitating
developmental strategies, and
promoting bottom line
results, MBA/BS. To
request
copy
of
matinee please leave
message with name
and address on 630561.0203.

BUYING
Junk cars, trucks and
tractors 436-5235,
227-6004
BUYING old US Coin
collections.
Paying
Blue Book value.
293-6999
CASH paid for
good, used guns.
Benson Sporting
Goods, 519 S. 12th,
Murray.

CLEANING houses 20
years experience
270-759-9553
HOME cleaning
services. 227-7129
If you would like a
weekly house cleaning, please call me.
(270)767-1636.

WILL set vdth Melody in
home, nursing home.
or hospital. Will also do
house cleaning.
753-7129. 210-4173

Local specialty retail
business for sale, grea
location, established
customer base. has
been 111 operation for
3Geyears.
Price
InClUliev all equipment,
furniture & fixtures, and
inventory.
Serious
inquires only should be
addressed to POB
1393. Murray. KY
42071 Include name,
phone number, e-mail
address and owner will
respond.

Brown sleeper sofa
and matching love seat
$200. Oxblood Leather
Club chair and ottoman
$200
Call
after
5:00pm 759-1622.

Need
sell furniteW new

& used

MAIN ST.
FURNISHINGS
1407 Main

761-7653

SCRAP
CARS

For Srge
AMANDA S
Home
Dayeare has opening
in her home. Small
daycare at a great
home
environment
Auto bond accepted.
Please call 270-2935212 or 270-753-7031.

Nome For Sale

2 crypts Cl Murray
Memorial
Gardens
Deluxe
Companion
Package
inside
Chapel Opening and
closing fee included
(479)244-5968.
BOWFLEX ultimate 2.
$1,000- 293-5662
COMPLETE Sand N
Sun Easy set pool
18x4f1
$275 obo
Willmar/ new $399
270-759-4209.
HD Televisions
COMO by Olympic
Plaza to see our selection of HD televisions.
Flat screen Plasma &
LCDs. Rear Projection
also. LG
Toshiba,
Hitachi 8 Sony. We
have a large selection
of entertainment centers & TV carts
Beasley Antenna &
Satellite. 759-0901
INVENTORY reduction
sale. Business has
been sold. Huge discounts at the Hitching
Post gift shop in
Aurora. 474-2266.

DIRT
DADDY'S
TOP SOIL

Best the county has
Cal Terrell Tidwell

753-9075
270)227-2193

LARGE
SELECTION
WAD APPLIANCES
WARD ELKINS

(270) 153-1713

CONSTRUCTION
EQUIPMENT.
Backhoes, used Case
580SL, 580SM. others.
4x4, ex-hoe, several in
stock. Standard & mini
excavators.
36%42'
Skytrak & Gradall telescopic forklifts Case
dozers-550E $23,500.
8504< cab/air 1400hr
new
UC $64,900
Wanda Snow 731-3633680.
JD 600 Hiboys $3,500
JD 6000 Hicycies
$7,500. Tobacco
stocks, .15 each. Can
deliver
(502)550-4080

L

200.
Sports Equipment

MOTORCYCLE
helmets, Jackets, &
saddlebags Jerry's
Sporting Goods.
Mayfield
Homes For Salo
OWNER Finance*"
3BR, 2BA. near lake,
6058 Dunbar Rd., New
Concord
$3.950
$495/month.
down,
Bonnie Byerly Broker
(270)752-0729.
14X70
1981
Fleetwood, Stella Area,
$57,000. 753-9477
1989 14x70 Northern,
2 Br, 2 Be. furnished.
porches
included.
$6.000 after 500.
(270)436-5701
1-999 Sunshine 16x80,
3BR, 2-Bath, my/ siding, Northern
Insulated, nice.
(270)489-2525
3 BR, 2 BA, 1.600 sq ft
2001
maufactured
home Walk-in closets,
fireplace, garden tub.
dishwasher. w/d, 2 out
bidgs , deck, corner lot.
3 mi. from town
270-240-4834.

Apertewts For Rent

EASY QUALIFY- Do EXCEPTIONALLY
you own or have nice, large 1 bedroom,
access to land? Zero unfurnished ($345). All
down on a new Clayton appliances including
home.
FREE washer and dryer
APPROVAL
Available 5/1/08.
731-584-9429,
759-5805 or 293-7085
1 0
Aertments For Rent
1 or 2 BR apartments
No pets? Please leave
message.
270-7531970
1 OR 2br apts near
downtown
Murray
starting at $200/mo.
753-4109.

NOW LEASING
1, 2 & 3bedroom Apts
We accept Section
8 vouchers
Apply at Mur-Cal Apts
902 Northwood Dr
Monday.
Wednesday. Friday
Phone 759-4984
Equal Housing
Opportunity' •
TOO #1-800-648-6056

HAZEL Apartments
Now taking applications for 1 & 2br units
Rent based on income
Mobility
impairment
accessible.
Phone:
492-8721. Mon
&
Thorn
10-12am. TOO No.
1-800-648-6056. Equal
Housing Opportunity.

SMALL 1BR nonsmoking apt. upstairs,
water paid, available
now, no pets.
$260imo 753-5980

1BR. 411-1/2 S. 8th
St. $265/mo security. 474-2520
2BR Duplex with
carport. 753-7457
227-3054
2BR duplex. nice.
C/H/A, appliances furnished. Various locations. Coleman RE
753-9898
2BR& 3BR apartments
available. Great location. 1 year lease. 1
month deposit. no
pets. 753 2905
3 & 4 BP townhouses.
5630-900 per month
No pets. includes
washer/dryer.
oven/stove, dishwasher and refngerator.
CR-1/A. Utilities not
included Meadowlark
Townhouses.
(270)348-0458
384BR. 2BA available
now.
appliances.
Coleman RE 753,9898

Calloway Garden/Essex Downs.
Apartments
1505 Diuguid Dnye • Murray, KY 42071

270-753-8556
TDD 1-800-545-1833 - Ext..283
One and Two Bedroom Apartments
Central Heat and Air
Accepting Applications
.•

Office Hours 8 a.m.- 12 p.16.*-_,
1 p.m. to 4 p.m.
• _3
10

I

Subscribe to the

LEDGER&TIMES

3 BR 1.5 BA duplex
C/H/A
appliances.
Coleman RE 753-9898

Home Delivery
Local Mail
3 me.
630.00
3
too...
$35.00.
bore.
$.55.00
S63.00
.$105.00 6 oto...1 yr.
1 yr.
$1101141

3 BR house, C/H/A 1.
2, & 3 BR Apt.
753-1252. 753-0606.
761-3694.
3 BR, 2 BA all appliances. Available now.
Move in free days.
Coleman RE
753-9898.
BEAUTIFUL 2 BR with
horse stall available, 6
miles from town, no
pets, smoke free, references, $500 489-2741

All Other Mall :
Subscriptions

Rest of KY/TN
1Purycr A Ruchmum

3 mo..

3

$73.011

I yr.---...$120.00
Check

Money Order

Visa

MJC

Name

CLEAN. nice 2 BR, aft
appliances, 414 N. 8th
St., no pets, smoke
ree. 5376 489-2741,

St. Address
City_
State

Cornerstone
Realty & Rental

Zip

Daytime Ph.
Mail this coupon with payment to:

Rental Property &
Propeny Management
Sers ices available

Murray Ledger & Time,
P.O. Box 1040
Murray, KY 42071
(In call 12701 753-1918

Call 761-7355
saw

_
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AUCTION

kbsoliiie Lind Anaip

Saturday, May 31 at 10 a.m.

2 Quality Fkomes
& 3 Dark Fire Tobacco Bents

4 Lots in Bailey Lake Shores Subdivision and II Lots in Oak Shores
Subdivision Good Water Access. State Boat Ramp. Black fop Road
Shade Trees
Owner financing 25% down. Balance 3 years!

May 31 at 4 p.m.
2 Lots in Decatur County, Tn.
Located in Bridge View Acres between Clifton and
Decaturville, Tn.
t K Acres -- Eagles Nest Landing Ln
a 5 Acres- Sarah Kennedy Dr
Call for maps and directions
10% BUYERS PREMIUM ADDED TO FINAL BID!

Taggart Auction & Real Estate
Email UN al unigartauctiong bellsouth.ner
Call I-888-754-5660 or 6624444718for more information.
"'Please remember when bidding, all sales are final, "as is. where i.c".
with. no warrants or guarantee.••
Announcements made at auction take precedence over all ailvertisements.
Information in this ad was derivedfrom sounes believed to be correct bui
is not guaranteed. Auctioneer reserves the right to group or regroup as he
sees necessary
REAL ESTATE TERMS: 10% day of sale, balance with deed. Cashiers
Check or Bank Leiter to Taggart Auction unless known to Auctioneers.
Stanley 7aggart - MS Auction 1064. TN 4395, AL 1984, MS Real Estate
8rtilcir 8-17117. TN 2639.54. AL 83390-0.
Taggart Bros. Auction & Real Estate Ins.. 18622, KY 7/79

ABSOLUTE AUCTION
QUALITY INVESTMENT PROPERTIES
Thursday, May 29th, 2008 @ 6:00 p.m.
LOCATION:2215,2219, 2231.2237 and 22.51 Hwy.303(Cuba Road),
Maytleld. KY. Front Mityfleld, KY. Take Hwy. 303 (Cuba Road)
South 2 Mlles lo Auction Site. Signs Posted!!

GREAT INVESTMENT
OPPORTUNITY IN AN
OUTSTANDING
MAYFIELD, KENTUCKY
LOCATION!
SHORT DRIVE FROM CITY OF MAYFIIMD„ KY
GREAT HIGHWAY FRONTAGE ON HIGHWAY 303!!
REAL ESTATE TRACTS- TRACT I* 2215 A 2219 Hwy.303 Wyk* Rd.)•
A Painted All Bnck Duplex. Each Unit Features 2 Bedntoms, I Bath, Living
Room. A Large Eat-In Kitchen w/ Abundance Of Cabinet Space. Utility Area.
C'entral Heat And Air. Patio Areas. On A Nice Landscaped Lot With Concrete
[Slice and Side Wants Lack Unit Renting Es. 5450.011-9MealhTRACT 2. 2231 & 2237 Hwy.303(Cuba Rd.) - All Bnck Duplex w/ Each Unit
Cohsixting Of 2 Bedrooms. I Bath. Living Room. Large Eat-In Kitchen w/
Abundanx Of Cabinet Space. Utility Area. Central Heat And Air. On a Nice
Landscaped Lot With Concrete Drive and Side Walks. Eack_IJaiLEsigarasEur
$45O,DeA.MinaLLL
TRACT .3• 2251 Hwy 303 Webs Rd.l - fownhome Thai Features 2 Bedrooms.
Bath. Living Room. And Kitchen. Central Heat And Air . Utility Area, And A
Nice Concrete Driveway This Property Is Currently Used A, A Rental Unit. But
.141411 Be A Nice Personal Home Currelay RenoriKEKI4OJKL9
MODERN INTERIOR STYLE • COUNTY WATER SERVICES GREAT RENTAL INCOME!
REAL ESTATE VTILL SELL AT 6:00 PM ON THURSDAY
REGARDLESS OF PRICE! AUCTION HELD ON SITE!
BUY INDIVIDUAL TRACTS OR THE ENTIRE PROPERTY!!
Call For Detailed Brochure in Vigil
HYPERLINK "hilp://www harnsauctions.corn' yotwilanailustions.cuut
REAL ESTATE: I59 Down Day of Sale Balance in 50 Ikass 'A 10% Buyers
Premium Will Be Added To Final Bids And Included In The Contract Price
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Ryan
.11111tialt • Xy.ti tint III-

4 BR house with 2 BA
$750/mo. Located o
livey 464 in developing
subdivision
nee
Kirksey 2 years old
and in great condition
Call 270-994-0401

4 BR, 2 BA. brick,
newly
remodeled.
hardwood (loom Close
to
MSU.
1655
Ryan
For Rent
Ave. No pets. $800
monthly 270-293-4602
2 BR. 1 BA new BEAUTIFUL
2
Kitchen,
hardwood Bedroom,
washer
floors, close to MSU. dryer
central AC,
attached garage, no smoke and
pet free.
pets. 711 Payne St wood and
tile floors
$475 per month. 270- 603 Vine St $595/mo
293-3710
226-8006.

A&F Warehousing
Near MSU $20-50
753-7668

sizes to
tit your nerds
Located by
Froggy radio station

Ga0
STORAGE and
PROPANE
119E. Main
(270) 753-6266
Cell: (270) 293-4183
M-F
9 a.m

KEY MINI
WAREHOUSES

r- NEON BEACH
MINI.STOBA01
*All Size Units

Available
•Now Hever
Cilmata Control

753.3853

Wallow mill he livId on trait /

1850 St RI 121S
Murray. KY 42071
270.753.5562

gravel, large wash rock, dirt and
sand
Approx 9 miles on 641 N. of Murray
to Charley Miller Rd , then take a
right on Hopkins Rd

753-9899 or 293-5914

The Bell City Community at Tri-City, KY

11i 10 Titt( k (00111(1110nt

QUALITY LEVEL GNAWS COUNTY FARMLAND! FENCED
Ate CROSS FENCED,RECREATKAAL NUNTING LAMS

HOUSTON ELECTRIC & ALARM

ACHED APA TMENT. ROAD FRONTAGES ON HWY 1416 SCHRADER ROAD AND
9E11 CITY ROAD WOOOED TRACTS ADJORANG TERRAPIN CREEK NATURE PRESERVE!

227-3574

Tracts Range From .5 Acres Up To 377 Acres

Call for a Free Estimate

MAKE THE COMBINATION THAT BEST FITS YOUR NEEDS!!!

fecarky and Camera Sesame

LANIP natio. Maud lads IND MI Huai WAY AWRP ARUM Mirada
Over 221 Acres SELUNIA611111111
ass*
)etulSsROI 01110. bairao Ada.0 MO War Csaamir liD 3'5 sg

REAL ESTATE TIROS: 15% Ones
39New A Koh Sum Paliribm te edema ban lien ano
intuded
in Me caution Sale price
c
0M11 Dan 01 Sale Gwent Bina Liam A Paula Mt Camas
Can For Derailed Brochure or Visit www.harrimeactions.corn

Electrkal Construction/Repair
Fast Response Service 24/7

12-01 21- ;2.;; • soo ;so ;114

4i
MU,

Ilur 11i loin- vise korris.iiii Itens ii sill

EOM
RENTALS
MINI-STORAGE
720 S.4TH ST.
Career its, aGlendale.
NIX IS $2.5 10x15 $O
(2701436-2524
(270)293-6906
MURRAY Store and
Lock presently has
units available. 7532905 or 753,7536.
PREMIER
MINISTORAGE
*Inside climate control
storage
•Secunty alarmed
•Sate & clean
-We sell boxes!
•We rent U-Hauls.
753-9600.

Murray Ledger T es
Housing Act Motive
All cal estate advertised here,
is subject to the Federal Far
Housing Act, whirl, moles
illegal to advertise ani prefer
ends lennahon vi Jetainlipa
bon based on raw. coke. reit
pen. sex handicap tamilial via
Pp or national imply is Wen
tum to make ant such prefer
dues, limitabons or disanmlna
hen

Slate laws huhu! dm-miners°
in the sale rental or rtdverteart
ot real estate kits..1 on telors
addltiorl to iluuno protected
under federal law
(Si will knowsngh accept ant
advertising Annul estate wheb
is nor in,iolanon or the law All
persons are beret, intorrned
that all dwellings whertlyed are
available on an equal opportunity basis
For hirther assistance with Fair
Reviving Advertising requirements, contact NA A tcxinsel
Eerie r Milan,, lfirkl hirkigal

For SIM

New 2-4

Bedroom banes
be Ithertleld
FARM&

Matt hada.
293-7872
REDUCED!
LAKE house, Throe
bedroom 2 bath with
double garage, waterfront lot, with trees.
storage shed, floatIng
boat dock, concrete
boat
ramp.
Call
$248,500.00.
753-2905 or 293-8595.
TWO bedroom 1 bath
each side freshly
remodeled, . one side
has double carport
Great location.
$141,900.00. Call for
further information.
753-2905 Of 293-8595

Homes For Sate

Prop. For
52X40 clean-up shop
w/ office, fenced ,r
behind shop. 293-6430
COMMERCIAL property with 1,500 sq. ft.
building located on
121N inside city limes,
$1.200 month, available June 15th. Call
753-2225
OFFICE or retail space
available. Prime location. 753-2905.
293-1480
40'448'.
SHOPS
40'n40', gas heat. insulated. 12 ft walls
Located 406 Sunbury
Circle, Murray Call
Carlos Black 270-4362935.

AKC
Registered
Labpups for sale Cal
270-293-2645 leave
massage if na
DOG Obedience
436-2858
Min-Pin WaWa puppies. Mother and
Father weigh around 5
los. Each on site 7533110 No answer Heave
message
Toy Poodles and Matti
Poo's 5150-5400
270-489-2761,
270-519-4472
66 SupplaNd
Horse boarding pas
ure Of stall or both
$1 25 a month Located
n Aim° area 270-7594994. 270-293-7315
Estate
FSBO: Corner Lot #27
(.47 acre) Saddle
Subdivision.,
Creek
Gibbs Store Rd.. &
Atkins Way, Murray
$32.000 obo.
270-759-4209.

1637 Miller Street,
Murray, KY, Brick 3 BR
2 1/2 BA, sunrooni.
detached
garage,
remodeled in 2002 lots
al storage space, wired
with CAT 5 wire for
high speed Internet
and networking connections, 2 blocks to
MSU campus.
270-559-4071.

GAS Inylor
Attorney at Law
Crielracts, Deeds
Thin Closings

%1-4552

Open House Saturday
May 24th 9-00-1:00. 3bedroom. 1-bath.
1200/Sq-ft Brick home
1-1/4 acres, CHA,
Large Fenced
Backyard. Patio
$75,000 fain.
615-804-7444
FSBO: 4 bed/4 bail)
updated older home
with office, formal dining room and large eat
in kitchen 1 1/2 mile
from Murray on 1 acre
m/1 with fenced back
yard Hardwood floors.
new carpet and nicely
landscaped $129.900.
Call anytime for details
at 270-978-0881

7531-3500
McKinney
lion. Service*
100 N. 5th
I'dNll 111 VII
1)1 Ill 10 I 11 T'

[ids
.

v
i
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Need to sell your
house?
Call us we will be
glad to help.
Murray ledger &
Times
270-753-1916

It 1 \ 11

MURRAY Real Estate
9fihr Licensing Class
June 5-28. Weekends
270-223-0789. Prepay
$960 00 debit/credit 0
www.americancareer
training.com
RENT to own, 3 BR, 2
BA. 2 story, garages, in
ground pool. 5 acres.
270-559-1 248.

CONTRCTIN, IUONC
270-752-0313

urn Miorketwo
Asn.tiorwri..

Owner.
ICantrartor Luke Rickman

Lixottd Trucks

gill

Ranger
Ford
01
extended cab. step
Side, great ccndition,
$3,500 obo 270-2938053.
99 Ford Ranger super,
cab, 4 DR. 82K miles,
loaded sharp $6,500
obo. 978-1548
Corona
1999 32' Guestream
Innsbruck. 14' slide
out. awning, accessories Lakefront iot
(waters edge) rent pair
until 1,31109 $9.500.
830-263-1702.

NAT SWAM
WS3-3500
McKinney
Ins. Ser vices
100 N. dith
' A

Ma
753-3500
McIfhinney
Ins. Services
100 N. 5th
Arile Parte

USED TIRES
14 1,5 16 inch
Starting at $20
mounted

2006 War Eagle 860
LDV 60 hp Mercury
Fo.urstroke Bigfoot, 2
lishfinders (trolling and
console). 2 pod seats,
2 pole seats rod/gun
box. livewell, and storage boat cover and
trailer,
Tennessee
excellent
condition,
$11.500.
270-7539342 or 978-5797.
87 Glastron 16' ski
boat. 88 HP Evinrude
with low hours, garage
kept, in excellent
shape, economical fun
270-210-4219

Call 753-5606
FOR Slie by ;Wrier, 3
BR, 1 BA. near park,
gas fire place, wood
floors, alarm, fenced
yard. 761-2827.

RICKMAN

',Atr*,•1 2a ER

Is‘

Vehicles
2004 GMC Yukon SLT
4WD. White with tan
leather interior, 4 door.
2nd row captain seats
and 3rd row bench
seat Power locks, windows, seats and sunroof 81,000 miles.
Excellent
$15,000
condition, one owner.
Call 759-4019 (days)
753-8151 (night) or
293-8151
Used Cos

IIVIO 111111111CI
75.14-31100
McKinney
Ina. Services

100 N., 5th
FOR sale repossessed
2006 Nissan Anima,
very good condition.
26,000 milers. $15.000
Tim or Donna 270-4366074.
2001 Toyota Camry
CE Great condition.
74,487 miles and gets
good gas mileage
Power doors and windows $9,500.
270-753-9665

Lia

Vans

Chevy
1988
Conversion
van
$3,000. 674-5971 or
705-4800

2005 Chevrolet pick
up. 20,700 miles, red,
like new, carport kept
752-0227 after 8.00pm
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GRAVEL & SAND
We sell & deliver red gravel, pea

Permit! 1.0(1110.1109 & lIlt Sdirstier Rd., Sedalia, KS
ft h-n far A') Oh) If A Hag 97 hateve. Ism,. lake Hay
97.1 I 161e, Is y 105 Ihem Prweed 1,23filv IV to
Schrader Rood Isar. Murray. KY rate 114y 01 H In In
?hey 97 ii. Hr9: II*5 .Vigne
('let'. Then Bettered
Poele4" The Wrows resort hos
Farman Ian alum: Bell City Road.pot of Huy. 1441.5.
The Ilte0 tarp,

May 31 at 2 p.m.
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4 Lots Selling from Point Mason Road
Big Sandy, Benton County, Tn.
I 5 Acres and I I Acres in Point Mason Estate
95' x 234* LAX in Sandy Shores - Close to Big Sandy. covered in
trees. good hunting, and boat ramp nearby.
5.5.Acres located Old Hwy IS. mst south of Waverly (Road to Loretta
Lynn's Ranch) Ciel: • water, black top road frontage on corner lot

Itg"Cl"

may 31,2008 @ 10 •

15 Waterfront and offshore lots on Kentucky Lake
Calloway County Kentucky - East of Murray

REAL EST
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YOUR -AD
coti..1L6 BE
'HERE FOR
ONLY 976.00
A'MONTH
CALL 753;1916
227-8575
Die Cheap Lawn Care
Free est. Mowing, gutter cleaning, bush tnmming, and more.

Hill Electric
Since 1986

24 Noun seems
Res . Cons. & Ind
Licensed & Insured
All tubs - big or small

753-9564
436-2867 Lamb's
Professional Tree
Service Complete tree
removal, gutter
cleaning, hauling. etc
Insured
436-5141 A-AFFORDL
ABLE Hawing Clean
out garages, gutters.
lurk & tree work.
Al Joe s Mower repair.
Tune-up specials
Free pick-up/delivery
in Murray 436-2867
ALL Carpentry
Remodeling, additions,
decks. home & mobile
home repair. water &
termite damage, tile &
hardwood floors. 30
yrs exp. Larry NIremo
753-2353 753-0353
TRENCHING
731-782-3951
731-336-5288

Residential Construction of
New Homes,Additions & Remodeling
'Guaranteed professional & reliable service
•Insured
•Competitive & reasonable pricing
5110

_I I_

L

5."""Ihred
APPLIANCE REPAIR
SERVICE A PARTS
(270) 293-8726 OH
759 5534
Chuck Van Buren
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BAT Masonry, Tenors
Custom
and deck
work. 20 years expenence. 270-474-0885,
293-5642.
_
NADEAU'S
Construction
•Flooring .Decks
.Vinyl siding *All
Home Improvements
(270)979-2111
Licensed/Insured
nadeauConstrisr.hun net

Cillersd
AL
P
LVANNA V

r crewmen finers,
Gorr.Door Sone
Rep*
Omer Oroalionlion
(270)2934410

II \II
VNi5511
\ \ St .1 \ \
weekly & special pickups
• locally owned/operated
759-1151 • 293-27R3
293-2784
_
1111111111m

I .1 Mil i•

\
3301 St Rt 121N
751-8087

J&D
Lawn
Care
Mowing and tnmming
Free estimates 270759-4994. 270-2937315.

& M town Service
Mcnirmaa„. rrunm.tuq
;Much ft giht
270-227-0906.
.1py,Knight
270-293-0044
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PLUMB a LEVEL
CONSTRUCTION
.Metal Poots•Gutanieed
•Fiesiderstal HOMO
ButIclors
•Hernocieling
•Floortng Floor Joist
ipetris
*Vinyl Stchog
Al home morovernort
We do alit
Home 759-4704
Cell 978-2391
IJcertssid a Insured

Toe.
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Fr•drick
Plumbing Inc.
•Emar coanc y
P1ttrnbong Service'
•R•p•ir •Fleonoidel
•
constructIon
Mastro Plumb•r
Licensed A Insur•4
(270)11711•111160
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1
Spec laluing in
reshingleing and
metal roofing
Tim Becker
1270/978-0806
(270)3522028

194 years exp.
Wowed contractor
Fr** istbrsatlat
(270)293-4020

(2701203-14
9111.AMPL.t.seemst.nurA....1
THE Murray Ledger
Times considers its
sources reliable, but
inaccuracies do occur
Readers using this
information do so at
their own risk Although
persons and companies mentioned herein
are believed to be reputable, The Murray
Ledger & Times, nor
any of its employees
accept any responsiba
ity whatsoever for their
activities.
YEARFIY'S
Tree
Service. Free estimates. Phone
436-2562. 227-0267

TOBACCO Insurance,
Calloway County, IOW
deduct wr fire f)88 50
$1.000 stand alone fire
$41.00-$1,000. A &A
Insurance 970-7567.
382-3150.

Need help
Promoting your
Business?

TROYER'S
Construction. Pole
barns, shingles metal
roofing Daniel Troyer
(270)804-6884
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PARKER Excavating
Bank gravel fill dirt
top soil (270)2933252

270-293-5624
FUTRELL'S Tree
Service
Trimming, removal,
stump grinding, firewood. Insured 4892839.

Lill

Call us we will be
glad to help.
Murray Ledger & Times
270-753-1916

Times
Murray Ledger & Times
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10 years ago
Published is a picture of June
Garland, election judge, witnessing the signature of an early
morning voter Charles Chilcutt
at the Murray Middle School
polling place on May 26. The
photo was by Staff Photographer Bernard Kane.
Mr. and Mrs. Thomas Crowell will be married for 50 years
May 28.
Births reported include twin
girls to Mr. and Mrs. Thomas
Wagner, May 8: a girl to Tiffany
and Justin Blackwell and a girl
to Deborah and Michael Herman, May 21.
20 years ago
Published is a picture of Calloway County Sheriff J.D.
Williams and Deputy Dan Bazzell
sorting through some of the 500
marijuana plants confiscated from
woods after a raid near New
Concord. The photo was by Staff
Photographer David Tuck.
Also published is a picture
of Gladys Jarrett being presented with a plaque in appreciation of her work for five years
as director of Writer's Potpourri held each second Saturday
morning at the Calloway County Public Library. The presentation was by Charlie York of
Benton. one of the members of
the group.
30 years ago
Kentucky Board of Elementary and Secondary Education
has reclassified Calloway County High School into a comprehensive school, the highest rating on the state level, in action
taken by the board in Frankfort.
Razing of the burned out
Houston-McDevoic Clinic building on North Fifth Street will
begin soon, according to the
owners, Steve Compton and Kenneth Owen.
New officers of Murray Magazine Club are Mrs. Raymond

er.

Recent births reported at Murray Hospital include a boy to
Mr. and Mrs. Truman Anderson.
60 years ago
Over 100 4-H boys and girls,
parents and leaders attended the
annual 4-H Rally Day held May
22 at Murray High School,
"Adventure on Danny Deer"
was the title of the story published in the "Children's Corner" weekly column written by
Joette Lassiter in The Ledger &
Times.
New officers of the Murray
Business
and
Professional
Women's Club are Rachel Rowland, president; Marjorie Shroat
Huie, vice president: Beth Sexton, secretary; and Ruth Blackwood, treasurer.

Todaylnillstory
By The Associated Press
Today is Monday. May 26, the
147th day of 2008 There are 219
days left in the year. This is the
Memorial Day observance.
Today's Highlight in History
One hundred years ago, on
May 26, 1908, the first major oil
strike in the Middle East took
place as engineers working,for
British entrepreneur William Knox
D'Arcy and led by George B.
Reynolds hit a gusher more than
1,100 feet below ground in MesjideSuleiman. Persia (Iran).
On this date:
In 1521, Martin Luther was
banned by the Edict of Worms
because of, his religious beliefs
and writings.
In 1868, the impeachment trial
of President Andrew Johnson ended
with his acquittal on the remaining charges.

In 1908. British character actor
Robert Morley was born in Semley, England.
In 1913, Actors' Equity Association was organized in New
York.
In 1938, the House Un-American Activities Committee was
established by Congress.
In 1940, the evacuation of Allied
troops from Dunkirk.. France, began
during World War II.
In 1960, 11.N Ambassador
Henry Cabot Lodge accused the
Soviets of hiding a microphone
inside a wood carving of the Great
Seal of the United States that had
been presented to the U S embassy
in Moscow.
In 1969, the Apollo I() astronauts returned to Earth after a
successful eight-day dress rehearsal for the first manned moon landing.
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DEAR ABBY: I am a 54year-old divorced woman who
raised three kids on my own
for 15 years. I would now like
to make a major change in
my life and move to a small
town in a Southern state. My
kids
are
grown
except for

Monday, May 26, 2888•S8

Cold spreads quickly
in crowded theater

to travel? Once your children
marry and your grandchildren
start arriving, how involved do
you want to be in their lives?
If you will have enough
money to travel for visits when
you wish, then go with a clear
conscience. if not, consider
moving to a smaller, less expensive community not so far
away from the family.
youngest,
P.S. A final question: If
who
will something should happen to
grad nate you, would you want your
from high family to be closer?
•••
school this
DEAR ABBY: I have had
summer and
probably this friend, "Dina," for about
Dear Abby attend col- five years. It took me a while
lege.
to notice, but now I realize
By Abigail
My par- she calls me only when she
Van Buren
ents, who needs something -- a shoulder
don't even to cry on, a favor or, more
live in this town, are opposed recently, someone to brag to
to the idea. 'They say I am about her "good fortune."
"abandoning my children," and
Dina's "fiance" (I'll call him
my siblings arc asking how I "Ethan") has finally divorced
can move so far away from his wife to be with her. He
my elderly parents, which has physically and emotionalmakes me feel guilty.
ly abused Dina in the past,
Am I wrong for wanting a and continues to use drugs. I
new life of my own? My loved have loaned her money and
ones can always come to visit helped her out in more ways
me. Do I owe it to my par- than I can count.
ents to stay here?
Ethan recently got a big
I can no longer afford to settlement, so Dina had $10,000
live where I am here in San worth of plastic surgery done
Diego, but if I move to a less and took a trip to the Caribbean.
expensive community, I sup- But she has never once offered
pose I could afford a small to repay me what she owes.
home. -- RESTLESS
She has also never been to
DEAR RESTLESS: Having my new house, not even for
raised your children to the the housewarming. She says I
point that thfy are independ- live "too far," although it's
ent, you are entitled to live only 20 minutes from her place.
wherever you wish. However,
Dina's wedding is schedbefore making any hard-and- uled soon. I don't want to
fast decisions, please answer attend because I think Ethan
some honest questions:
is an abuser -- and besides,
What will you do if your it's "too far." She keeps callparents become too ill or frail ing, and I just let the machine
pick up. I don't want to invest
any more in this friendship,
but I don't know what to do.
In 1972, President Nixon and Advice, please. -- MS. L. IN
Soviet leader Leonid Brezhnev
SEATTLE
signed the Anti-Ballistic Missile
DEAR MS, L: Tell Dina
Treaty in Moscow.(The U.S. withthat it's time to repay the
drew from the treaty in 2002.)
In f981, 14 people were killed money you loaned her. After
when a Marine jet crashed onto that, I predict your problem
the flight deck of the aircraft car- will be solved.
rier USS Nimitz off Florida.
Ten years ago: 'The Supreme
Court made it far more difficult
DEAR READERS: Along
for police to be sued by people with the millions of Amerihurt during high-speed chases. The
Supreme Court ruled that Ellis cans who are celebrating this
Island -- historic gateway for mil- Memorial Day, I would like
lions of immigrants --- is mainly to add my prayer of thanks
to the men and women of our
in New Jersey, not New York.
Five years ago. Angering hard- armed services who laid down
liners, Israeli Prime Ministei Aridl their lives in service to our
Sharon declared in a speech to country. May they rest in peace_
his Likud Party that he was determined to reach a peace deal and
Dear Abby is written by
end 36 years of rule over the Abigail Van Buren, also
Palestinians.
known as Jeanne Phillips,
and was rounded by ber mother, Pauline Philips. Write
Dear Abby at www.thearAbby.coes or P.D. Box 69440,Los
Angeles, CA 90869.
OM*

DEAR DR. GOTT: Recently.
movie, the person behind roe
coughed on axe through the entire
film The next morning I awoke
with the beginning of a cold My
head and chest were congested
My wife says it would have
been impolite
to most She
also insisted
that I could
not
have
caught a cold
that quickly. I
think otherwise, since
this has happened on sevprevious
Dr. Gott eral
occasions I
am curious to
By
know whether
Dr. Peter GOB a cold can
really
take
hold within 12 hours after initial
exposure.
DEAR READER: Let roe start
by saying it would not have been
rude to change seats in the theater. It is, however, more than
rude to cough on someone throughout an entire movie. The person
should have been considerate
enough to sit in an isolated area
to reduce the spread of the cold
virus. Better still, this person
should have stayed home to avoid
potentially contaminating every
person with whom he or she came
into contact Colds are not harmful but can be very unpleasant.
Those infected should avoid all
unnecessary contact with others
until symptoms have subsided.
this includes going to the movies.
Now, to your question. My
answer is, yes, it is possible to
start developing symptoms within 12 hours of exposure. However, it does not normally happen
that quickly. For most healthy
at A

people, a cold incubates for 24
to 48 hours before symptoms
appear Peak symptoms appear after
36 to 72 hours. If you have repeatedly experienced rapid onset of
cold symptoms, you may have A
weak immune system. This could
be caused by several things. such
as improper diet, certain medications or smoking. If you are otherwise healthy, with no anemia,
fatigue or other illnesses, I wouldn't be worried.
You can boost your immune
system by adding more fresh fruits
and veggies to your diet and getting more exercise. This should
stave off future infections.
Another option is to take a
multivitamin daily. This may
improve your health by supplementing your diet with extra vitamins and minerals that you may
be lacking.
Finally, if you have any unexplained symptoms, such as repeated infections fatigue, anemia or
easy bruising, visit your primarycare physician for further testing
to rule out a serious cause
DEAR DR. GOTT: I read one
of your articles about a lady tale
ing Actoriel. I am a 77-year-old
lady taking atenolol. Is this the
same medication'? I, too, have lots
of back pain and cramps.
DEAR READER: No. Actonel
is for bone weakness caused by
osteoporosis. Atenolol is used to
lower blood pressure.
Atenolol does not, to my knowledge, cause back pain and cramps
I urge you to see your doctor to
discover the cause of your pain.
Perhaps it is caused by another
medication you are taking or the
result of a pinched spinal nerve
or herniated disc. Your physician
can order appropriate testing or
refer you to a specialist.

Coutractliridge
Famous Hand
South dealer.
Both sides vulnerable.
NORTH
•5. 4
Q19
*A 1043
*Q J 53
WEST
EAST
•
•K J 10
•76 4
•3
•Q 8 7 6
1,1(1952
•A 98
764 2
SOISTH
•Q 98 7 5 2
VAK 10852
•—
.K
The bidding:
%elk
West
Nerth East
I•
Pass
I NT
Pass
4,
Opening lead -- ace of clubs

won the tack in dummy and returned
a spade, losing the nine to West's ten.
West led mother trump, and it
was on this trick that Gore made his
extraordinary play. He discarded the
ace of spades!
As a result. South had to go down
rate. as there was no way for him to
avoid losing two more spade tricks.
When he next led another spade from
dummy, West won with the jack,
removed dummy's last trump and
eventually scored the setting trick
with the king of spades.
To appreciate the effect of Gore's
play, let's suppose he had made the
more prosaic discard ofa diamond or
a club on the second trump kad.
I. that ease. F.ast would have been
forced to win the next spade lead
with the ace. Regardless of what he
then returned. South could ruff a
spade in dummy and so make the
Tbe name of Ski D.V. Gore may contract.
not strike a responsive chord. but Mr.
Gore realized that the ace of
Gore has earned a niche in the Bridge spades was a liability as long as it
Hall of Fame as the result of an remained in his hand. and he thereunusual play he made in a tourna- fore got rid of it in a hurry. He knew
ment staged in Calcutta. The hand from declarer's first spade play that
was published in the Indian Bridge his partner was practically certain to
World Magazmc.
have either the K-1-10 or K-Q-10,
Gore was Ewa. defending against since declarer would surely have
four heans. Wesi led the ace of clubs, played j higher spade than the nine if
a yen, fortunate choice for his side, he had held the K-Q. KJ. Q-.I or
and then shifted to a trump Declarer king.
Tomorrow: Fixed beyond repair
:stice km,I carters SN
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Crouvonis
ACROSS
1 Yuppie s auto
4 Actor
- Sandler
8 Hot soak
12 Fan noise
13 Thinnest coin
14 Bedouin
15 Helen
of Troy's story
17 Poets' eyes
19 Beat it
20 Medias
garment
21 Opinion
23 Derby st
24 Deli sandwich
26 Blow away
29 Roughly
30 Billiard sbcks
31 Slackers
33 Men
and women
35 Jungle warning
36 Try extra hard
37 "How - doing"'
38 Pack rats
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Dixon, president; Mrs. A.W. Russell, vice president; Mrs. William
S. Major, secretary, and Mrs.
Harry Sparks, treasurer.
40 years ago
Jackie Mason Canady. son of
Mr. and Mrs. Robert Canady,
has crusted in the United States
Army and is now stationed at
Fort Campbell.
Installed as officers of the
Kirksey School Unit of the Parent-Teacher Association were
Mrs. Buddy Anderson, president;
Mrs. Ted Beane, vice president;
Mrs. Bobby Locke. secretary;
and Mrs. Lubie Parrish. treasurer.
Mrs. Ella Hamlin celebrated
her 1(X/th birthday on May 25.
50 years ago
Published are a feature story
and pictures of the nine sets of
twins attending Almo High
School. They are Brenda and
Linda Johnson. Vickie and Rickie Hopkins, Dick and Tom
Schroeder. Gaily and Larry
Edwards, Carolyn and 'Marilyn
Garrison, Glenda Fay and Linda
Fay Canady. Ricky and Randy
Young. Suzanne and Suzette
Evans and Brinda and Linda Park-

OARS/ FEATURES
Mother of three wants
to flee her empty nest

AilIF I E 111_

Tree
esti- •

-0267

iurance.
10°,
688 50
lone fee
. A &A
0-7567,

83,

1•111,1T
50 YOU DON'T THINK JESUS)
EVER OWNED A DO6 ?

IF HE HAD A 006
ALL OF THE APOSTLES
WOULD NAVE WANTED ONE

40 Attentiongetting word
42 Hunts rodents
44 Muffin spread
06 Battery sz
48 No, to Fraulein
49 Elite
50 Lounge about
52 Whitetail
54 Cobra cousin
55 Join
in the game
56 Vortex
57 Ultimate
degree

Answer to Previous Puzzle

DOWN
1 Cool
2 Borneo's
archipelago
3 Vibrate
4 Do sums
5 Fcrmer
princess
6 Microscopic
animal
7 - Oberon
of films

5-26 C 2006 untied Feature Syndicate Inc
8 Ignoble
9 Argon
in the lab
10 License plate
11 Cable network
16 More open

18 Place
for laundry
21 Tampa Bay
gridders
22 Weakness
25 Make a wrong
move
27 Freshly painted
Slalom
run
28
29 Miner's stake
30 Screen blinker
31 Rollover subi
32 Funny
- DeLuise
33 Graph lines
34 Berlin article
36 Tied the score
38 Haul into court
39 in reserve
40 Baker's buy
41 Pep
43 Nothing but
45 Without tel
46 High peak
47 Cyberspace
service
49 Show sorrow
51 Cajun's st
53 Bradley or
Morrow
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U.S Army
4

1

416001 Neirard Mown
W.tik.• U.S.Arariy
Korea 1103441114

Awes it. Lindsey
Carp.14- Army
6 Wats 15 Days

SSG Dwaine
KY
1$

Donald P. Hart
Mgt.- USAF
10 Yrs. Army
10 Yrs. USAF

PFC Sunni A. Woods
US Army World War It
May 27, 1923 - July 11, 2003

Janda
011,
3 Years -

'13. Dennison
CitalMin - Army
IYears

nomad Mason Rogsii
TSGT - Air Faros
16 Years

438th MP Company
of Murray
Currently Serving
Camp Ramadi, Iraq
WM A. Karns
TOG - Air Force
2 Years

Darrell Harris
SPC - P- U.S. Army
3 Years

Clint M. Myatt
Cpl. U.S. Marine Corp
3 VOWS to Current
3Toe=
4 3rocl
34.

CPO • U.S. Mary
20 Years
WW D end Korea

Matthew S. Johnson
SGT -Army National Guard
9 Years

Ricky tihspOt
01161 - Army
36 Yuri

